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Chapter I
Baokground of Students In Exoelslor Hlgfa School
Excelsior High School Is located In St* Aiigustlne,
Florida^ the oldest city in the Uhlted States « which boasts
about twelve thousand Inhabitants « and Is situated on the
Matanzes Inlet which flows Into the great Atlantic Ocean*
The popu3atlon Is made up partly of people whose ancestors
have been seasoned In the traditions of the South for many
generations, and partly of Individuals who have settM
there because the climate Is mild, or opportunities for
employment seemed promising*
Among the Institutions of St* Augustine are two
hospitals « the state school for the deaf and blind, Florida
Normal and Industrial Institute, a summer play ground,
athletic field and golf course. The Fountain of Youth,
(from wMch Poncfe de Leon drsuik when he landed on our shores
In 1513 )# Old Fort Marlon (on Matanzes Inlet), and the
Alligator Farm, the largest collection of alligators In the
world. The Oldest House In the united States, the Oldest
School House In the United States, the Florida East Coast
Railroad Shops, and the shrimping suid fishing industry*
Thousands of tourists visit the city each year to view
the oldest house, drink from the fountain, watch the natives
put the old alligators to sleep, especially the one that is

two hundred years old* They like to Imagine themselves
students of the oldest school house « and fill their
pockets with leaves from a tree and vine over the wishing
well In the court yard of the oldest house
•
The city boasts of the hospitality of Its hotels and
Its citizens. Visitors In the city on Sunday, may worship
at one of the fifty churches or go to the La Lache Shrine
to pray to "The Lady of the Milk" for continued health
and happiness*
Travel Is not difficult since the city Is located on
the direct railroad route - New York to Jacksonville,
Jacksonville to Miami* Oportunltles for learning and
development are easily available*
The students of Excelsior High School reflect their
home and community background, just as do students from
other localities* About thirty per cent of the high
school graduates continue their training in the state
college and other institutions of higher learning all
over the country* Others who are not so fortunate,
become a part of the community early, and connect them-
selves with various business enterprises in the city*
St* Augustine has two public senior high schools.
Excelsior is the smaller, with similar curriculum.
Since its beginning in 1910, the yearly enrollment has

been betvfeen four and five hundred students, seventy-five
per cent of whom attended the graded school, organized on
the six-three-three plan* Each grade of between thirty and
forty pupils, is in charge of a teacher whose preparation
consists of from two to four years in a teacher-training
institution. Q-rades seven, eight, and nine are organized
In a departmental junior high set-up, with ten teachers
assigned that particular responsibility, and nine members
of the high school faculty available for regular classes
during the year. The other twenty-five per cent come from
the graded school of West St. Augustine, and occasionally
a few other towns in Florida. These schools range from a
fifty-pupil school with eight grades in charge of one
teacher, to a two-room school of forty pupils with each
teacher in charge of four grades.
The school places emphasis on courses for the general
mass of students for whom the termination of the high school
course represents the end of formal education. Provision
is made for individual differences, and the entire growth
of the Individual, instead of concentrating solely on mental
growth. The economic status of seventy per cent of the
students makes college attendance impossible.
In the past the teachers, for the most part, have been
grauluates of Florida's Normal Schools, located at Tallahassee

and St* Augustine. Elghty-elght percent of them have
degrees from four-year colleges • In the senior high school,
four of them have Master's degrees* Almost all of them
seem to find Joy in working with children, and watching
them grow and develop into citizens*
Through student participation in extra-curricular
activities we hope to develop in our stxjdents proper
attitudes and responsibilities, so that they may achieve
success for themselves, and be of service to the community
of which they are to become a part*
»4
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Need for Student Council
An excellent means for providing the school-wide approach
to student participation is through a carefully organized and
administered student council^ Professor Dunsmoor states that
membership in student councils is usually based upon represen-
tation from the homeroom of the school. The student partici-
pation provided through a functioning council is an excellent
,
means of promoting school spirit, and high standards of
school citizenship. There is no greater force in the develop-
ment of these desirable attributes than the group opinion of
students concerned.
Dunsmoor believes that to be successful, student councils
must steadily attain some positive achievement, particularly
those of the tangible type which benefit the students them-
selves* Some examples of such achievements are the raising
of money for a football or basketball scoreboard; the develop-
ment of a sportsman's code of ethics to be displayed on the
basketball court; sponsoring a courtesy day or clean-up day;
promotion and publication of a higji school yearbook; prepara-
tion of stuient handbook; promotion of scholarship and citi-
|
zenship contests; and the promotion of school dances or parties
•
1/ Clarence C» Dunsmoor, G-uidance Methods for Teachers , Inter-
national Text-Book Company, Scranton, Pennsylvania,
p. 72; 213, 1942.
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A broad program must he consciously organized if clvlc-
ethical-social guidance outcomes aj*e to be realized* The
program should include these essentialsT
1. A functioning student council, which gives every
student a participatory voice in the school's
activities and administration as these relate
directly to students.
2» Homeroom and classroom organizations, the activities
and relationships of which will provide ample
opportunity for inspiration, information, and
participation*
3» School activities which literally team with
opportunities for participation of students, and
which will provide practice, as well as discussion,
of desirable standards of conduct and attitudes*
"As Just implied, the entire school should be thoroughly
-permeated with civic-ethical-social guidance to the
extent that each of its activities, both curricular
and extra-curricular, is essentially a laboratory for
practicing it* All these homeroom and classroom
'*
'laboratories' " must have the sympathetic leadership
of teachers who are able to supervise their use
effectively; and of teachers who can maintain favor-
able leaminpc situations which will continuallv
nurture the growth of students in civic-ethical- social
attitudes and actions."
1/ Op* Cit., p. 213 - 214
<«
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7The Place of the Student Council In Education
An Adventure In Real Education *-- When one becomes
discouraged and somewhat afraid of the new council, he
should read what Prof. Van Til, of the Department of Univer-
sity Schools of Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, has
written of the adventure:^
'*At first It seemed that the Issue was whether the
council was governing or playing at governing. But with deeper
Inquiry, the Issue was shown to be a matter of correct
procedure In the event that a council decision, though
sanctioned by the constitution of the school body, con-
flicted with a policy that had originated with faculty and
administration.
"The council thought that a charge for basketball games
would be a way of promoting school spirit and promoting the
general welfare of the school. In accordsuice with the council
constitution. To the faculty, school games were part of the
athletic program and thereby of the curriculum, and a charge
would tinge games with the commercialism and over-emphasis
on competitive athletics that the faculty wished to avoid*
•*The problem was discussed at length, and content that
the students wished equally to avoid commercialism, and that
the purposes of the charge and the destination of the fund
were commendable, the faculty modified the policy. A general
principle that came out of the discussion was that any other
difference that might arise would be adjusted by a Joint
meeting*
"Since those days, I have read In Important journals
many sage essays, always of coiirse by teachers, on the
degree of democracy to be allowed a school council * The
essays usually disagree only on the point at which the adult
authors would exercise the sovereign authority they assiime is
rightfully theirs. To paraphrase Oscar Wile, some contri-
butors laud democracy in theory and ape dictatorship In
practice- and that's so Important In education nowadays.
1/ William Van Til, "An Adventure In Real Education," The
Clearing House (May 1939), Vol. 13, pp. 524 - 526.
•1
1
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"Most of the essays might be summed up In "'¥e believe
In democracy, but-*'* "These authors forgot that democracy In
a school should be the doing concern of student and faculty;
neither anarchy nor autocracy need characterize student-
council relationships to faculty and administration*
|
"it seems that a body with student and faculty members,
which stays within legal bonds set forth by its constitution,
and does not conflict with accepted school policy should,
like any other parliamentary body, made decisions, and accept
responsibility for its actions* Overstepping consltiutlonal
bonds or clashing with accepted policy should be handled
reasonably by the Joint meeting technique or by a veto legally
provided for in the consltutlon of the school body* It is
not merely that the council should be "allowed" this status
by a principal and faculty — A council has a democratic
right to such a position in a democratic school system*
"How else thsui through practice can self government
and responsibility for a democratic society be fostered?
"Towaj*d the end of the year, meetings between the
council and faculty, and between the council and entire
student body were no lonp;er rarities *
Representative democracy was clicking *"
From the author's examination of the st\;idies in extra-
curricular programs of various schools in the United States,
she is of the opinion, that most schools sponsor a student
j
council that is an Importajit part of the school's activities.
Reporting on the Schools of Massachusetts, Mr. Alva
Hays says^"
"Approximately 70 per cent of our high schools support
a student council* Nearly one-third of these organizations
use no money, while those which do require financing resort I
more frequently to plays and devices than do euiy of the other
extra-curricular activities*"
1/ Alva aeorge Hayes, "The Development of an Extra- i
Curricular Program For A Small Massachusetts High School,
Master's Thesis , Boston University School of Education, 1946*

"Short
€ind DraJte-'- and Tepper^ find that pupils active
In extra-curricular work are Inclined to secure higher grades
than those who are less active. Studies have been made in
connection with sponsorship, administration, finance, in-
fluence upon leadership and limitations on participation.
As pointed out by Rohrback^ in his study of non-athletic
activities "'An examination of the aim of each of the several
activities will reveal that it can be related to one of the
seven objectives of secondary education, leadership training,
or religion."
These four studies indicate that if a school hopes to
provide an opportunity for its students to practice democracy,
the student council, which is the "hub" of all student
activities, provides an excellent starting point.
1/ Ruth M. Short and Richard M. Drake, "A Study of
Participation in Erbra-Curricular Activities," "School
Activities , Xlll, No.l, (September 1941), p. 3-4.
2/ Edith H« Tepper, "Scholarship and Extra-Currlcular
Participation," School Activities , Xlll, No. 2,
(October 1941), p. 51 - 52.
2/ Quincy Alvin ¥• Rohrback, Non-Athletic Student Activitiee
in the Secondary School , Westbrooke Publishing Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa., 1925, p. 23-
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Tlie Place of Bxtra-'Curricu-lar ActiYities in Bducation
The place of extra-curricular activities in education has
been discussed "by inany authors and interpreted in many v/ays»
Authorities seem to agree on the place of the Student Council,
1
Professors Romer and Allen believe that the powers of the
council, or student organization, should be derived, from all
the citizens of the school. The work of this organization is
so important and ought to be recognized as being so worth-while
that every pupil will become a citizen. A.11 pupil organizations
should be chartered by this central organization and all rules
for regulating affairs of any organization should be passed on
by this central body. The office of the president of the
students* association should be the most honored position in
the school tha.t any pupil can obtain. The successful,
organized participation of pupils in school government demands
that the elected representatives should not constitute them-
selves an oligarchy and assume all power, but that the home
room and the various classes should be organized so that
opinion passes from the citizens to the council quite as
freely as the directions of the council pass to the citizens.
Blackburn feels that since the members of the Student
Council a,re recognized leaders, the opinions they fom a,nd tne
attitudes they take after the discussions of problems have
great weight with the rest of the students, s^nd the school
X_y J» Romer and C.F. Allen, Readings in Bxtra-Curricular
Activities
.
Johnson Publishing uompany, unicago, lyiiy.
i.. Blackburn, Our High School Clubs . ITev; York City, The
laacKillan Company, 19^8.
:
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sentiment Is moulded by them. This emphasizes the lmpoz*tance
of the Student Council, and the necessity of having Industrious,
serlous-mlnded students on It*
|
McEown^ lists benefits to the student, and benefits to
the school. He says:
"The main emphasis In education through the student
council is, as in all extra-curricular activities, wholesome
and satisfying participation* The student learns only by ,
doing* He may "learn about 5" but all of the "* learning I
about*" possible would not of itself guarantee the establish-
ment of desirable attitudes and habits. These must be practi-
ced* The council member, charged as he is with duties, re-
sponsibilities, and obligations, must, if these are to be
successfully and educatively discharged, not only be trained
in the proper ideals relating to them, but also be directed
in the actual practice of the habits that make these Ideals
effective in action."
"Nor are all the educational opportunities of partici-
pation limited to the members of the council. If they were,
the organization could hardly be justified because too few
would then participate in its benefits* The school citizen
must also profit from these opportunities* And he can* The
student voter who helps to elect and who lives and serves
under his own government faces indirectly the same duties,
responsibilities, and obligations that his representatives i
face* These student-citizen responsibilities and relation- '
ships become very real to him if he is allowed to suffer from
or to benefit by the acts of those whom he has delegated to
represent him*"
^
"The council can, and should, help to organize, promote,
administer, articulate, and in a way, supervise, all of the
activities. The council is not an end in itself, nor is it
|
a thing apart from the school* G-rov/ing naturally out of the
very life of the school and as an essential part of it, the
council can mobilize the school's forces for the promotion
of a comprehensive, varied, and educative program."
1/ Harry C McKown, laetra^Currlcular Activities , Chapter IV,
The MacMlllan Company, New York City, 1937*

pChapter II
Survey of Published Materlad on High School Student
Councils
a* The Objectives of Student Participation
b« Principles Underlying Student Participation
c* Types of Coimcil Organizations
d* Initiating the Council
e» Constitution and Bylaws
f • Council Activities an! Projects
g* Financial Administration of School Activities
h. The Student Court
!• Evaluating the Student Council
•
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0"b.1ectiTes of Pupil Participation in School Control
1
In a recent study in Mchigan, Lent found the following
five main objectives claimed 'by the principals for the student
council in one hundred and sixty high schools:
1. To develop student responsibility, initiative,
leadership, and school pride
Ji, To promote worthy cit izenshijj training
3. To provide for pupil expression
4. To provide a working model of a governmenta.l unit
under v^iich students will live
5. To promote T\'elfare of the school through proper
student~facuity relationship
These purposes are va,lid ones, which may v/ell he sought
in any school vftiich is seriously attempting to develop adoles-
cents to he discriminating and thoughtful citizens in a
democratic society,
A recent study in Kew York state ffo T. Spaulding in-
dicated that "by and large pupils graduated from, or dropped
out of school, without acquiring the apprecia^tion of, or a
knov/ledge about, the pressing economic, political, or social
problems v/hich face the American people tod^.y, and which the
adolescents now enrolled in the secondary school must help
solve in the deca>des which vdll follov*'. It must suffice to
say that forY/ard-looking schools are reorganizing the curric-
ulum to make it function in the everyday living of the
1/ H.Q.Lent, The Status of the Student Council in the Glass A
and B. Junior and Senior High Schools of Michigan
, .
p . 37,
Unpublished l^Iaster of Arts Paper, Dept. o f Educat ion.
,
University of Chicago, 1939.
^ F. T. Spaulding, High School and Life . McGraw-Hill Company,
1939,
* •
Borgue and Jacobson''* compiled a list taken from replies
to their questionnaire on which the handbook Is based. A
very large percentage of high-school principals believe that
student participation In school government Is an excellent
preparation for active Interest In community affairs.
Here are some of the definite, concrete reasons given
for pupil participation:
1. To keep down absences and tardiness
2. To sponsor worthy projects
3« To put Into effect an honor system for examinations
4» To foster school spirit
5. To direct student-body activities
6. To sponsor drives, school campaigns
7» Primarily to Improve conduct
8. To Improve music standards of the school
9. To Improve literary standards of the school
10. To make the school a better place In which to live
11. To handle problems possible for students to take care of
12. To Institute student control of conduct In halls
13 • To furnish laboratory training for those studying
In the social sciences
14. For grading behavior and rating citizenship on
reports to parents
15» Organized in 1918 to promote the sale of thrift
stamps and other war activities
1/ E. 3. Brogue, and P. B. Jacobson, "Purposes of Pupil
Participation in School Control," The Bulletin of the
National Association of Secondary-School Principals ,
Vol. 24, Chapter 11, March, 1940.

The purposes of the orgsuiizatlon of student councils as
given In the constitutions, while usually more lengthy and
written In a more formal style, were practically the same
as those given In the following table of replies to the
questionnaire. The number at the right of each answer
Indicates the number of times It appeared.
Specific Purposes-^
1» To create better cooperation and a closer
relationship between students and faculty-?- —88
2. To give joint participation In school affairs 52
3» To promote the general welfare of the school- 50
4. To train for citizenship - promote good
citizenship-raise standard of citizenship- -41
5« To promote pupil activities and participation—-36
6. To foster school spirit (and traditions) 33
7» To give students opporttolties to develop
leadership in handling school affairs—• —32
8. To give students a voice in school affairs -31
9. To encourage, develop, and extend opportunities
for student responsibility 20
10. To sponsor worth-while school projects, such as
Publication of school pap6r or magazine
Publication of guide books, heuidbooks, school
annuals
Conducting school assemblies, class elections.
inter-home room contests, campaigns, drives, etc.
Taking care of Christmas and Thajiksglvlng boxes.
philanthropic enterprises, better care of
building^e^©,--^ 19
11. To aid in the internal administration of the
school 17

16
12 • To give training in self-government -22
13* To discuss and solve problems concerning the |
student body- 21
14. To unify all student activities ajid organization320
15« To give training in democratic living (under-
standing the democratic process) 18
16. To create a clearinghouse for student opinion
(act as "pulse" of the school)- 17
17 • To encourage social functions and provide a
social program- 15
The Student Council of Excelsior High School outlined
the following objectives for practical application;
1. To allow pupils to participate in or manage extra-
curricula affairs
2. To develop student responsibility, initiative, and
leadership
3« To promote proper student-faculty relationships
4. To furnish citizenship training
5« To promote general welfare
6. To aid in the internal administration of the school
7« To provide for pupil expression
8. To furnish a working model of govemmsnt
9« To assist in fostering better assemblies
10. To foster school spirit

Objectives and Principles of Student Participation
McKown-^ recognizes the fact that the student council Is
now well established In American schools. Obviously, It Is
only a part of a school's offering, hence, to understsuid It,
It Is necessary to examine the generally accepted objectives
of education In order to appreciate just how this particular
part fits Into the scheme of things. "Further, because
education Is based upon or built around certain methods of
instruction. It Is necessary to examine these also In order
to understand how coiancil procedures exemplify or utilize
them.
Society organizes and supports a system In order to
perpetuate Itself by training Individuals for future success-
ful membership In.tt. This membership In a democracy we call
citizenship* Never has It been more Important, and never
before has there been such an Insistent demand for this type
of training by the schools.
In an earlier day, fomal education, almost entirely
private In organization and support, was largely concerned
with religious, and moral codes, creeds, and sanctions
•
Later, ¥ftien the state began to orgajilze and support a system
of education these earlier esphases were to a considerable
extent crowded out by a new emphasis, mental training.
' 1/ H. C. McKown, The Student Council , pp. 24 - New York
City, McGraw-Hill Company, Inc., 1944.
i
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In this century-long era the subjects were considered to be
the most sacred things In education "Passing on the noble
heritage" became the school's slogan, and scholarship its
ideal*
About thirty years ago came (1) a new educational
philosophy which held that the most important thing about
the school is the child, not the subject, (2) a new educa-
tional psychology which emphasized the importance of
individual interests, abilities, and differences, and (3)
a happy combination of these two which stressed the
advantages of "doing" over "learning about." During this
same period the demand for a more useful schooling became
so great that traditional education could no longer resist
it and new ideals, subjects, motives, activities, materials,
and methods came into the school* These centered about such
areas as health, leisure, and vocation, all more or less in-
cluded in the general category of good citizenship* So to-
day it is widely recognized and accepted that the primary
function of the school is to "turn out good citizens."
However, in reality, the school cannot turn out good
citizens because its students are not yet legaJL members of
society; not yet being of age they cannot vote, they cauinot
own property, they cannot be taxed, and they cannot bring
suit in court* In short, because they a^e minors they
cannot become full-fledged citizens of their country.

Obviously then, the only thing the school csui do is to
give them training through subjects, opportunities, settings,
and activities that will fit them for successful adult life*
If the primary function of the school is to develop good
citizenship, then the primary function of any and all of its
parts is to assist in this development* Hence, assisting in
^
the development of good citizenship is the primary function
of the student council plan*
McKown-^ lists seven elements of good citizenship which
a program of civic education must follow. These are some of
the possibilities of the student-participation approach.
1. Knowledge of the Theory of Democracy
2* Intelligent respect for Authority
3» Increasing Self-direction
4» Intelligent Leadership and Followership
5* Sentiments of Law and Order
6 • Cooperation
?• Morale
1/ Op. Cit., P. 34 - 44.
4•
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Seven Objectives of Student Participation In Government
Many of the seven objectives listed by Fretwell^ are
similar to those already discussed, but It Is Interesting to
compare the various Important essentials upon which all of
the objectives are based:
1. Pupil participation In government provides a
favorable opportunity for the pupil to have a
definite purpose of his own»
2* Pupil participation in government tends to create
a friendly feeling between teachers auid pupils*
3* Pupil participation In government can be
psychologically remedial.
4« The development of a plan for pupil participation
In government Is concerned with the development of
attitudes In pupils. In teachers, and In
admlnlstrators
•
5* Pupil participation In government tends to provide
for emotional satisfactions*
6* Pupil participation In government csui make "for
Intelligent obedience to authority*
7* Participation In government Is a means of education*
1/ Elbert K* Fretwell, Extra-curricular Activities In Secondary
Schools ^ p* 102-110, Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1934*
0>
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Principles Underlying Student Participation
In discussing the method by which a school Is Justified
In sponsoring a student council, McKown"^ states,
**The principle that participation should grow out of
the felt needs of the school. Instead of being forced upon
the school. Is as Importsuit after the council has been
established as It was before It came Into being. The feel-
ing of need must be continuous because If the school comes
to the point where It feels no need, ther Is no Justification
for participation* In such a setting the council Is merely
an ornamental nonfunctional organization which enjoys the
respect of no one about the school* The proper maintenance
of this felt need requires constant study and adaptation as
well as understanding and analysis.
|
"G-enerally speaking, there are two main plans by which
members are elected to the council- by such definitely
orgajiized groups as classes and clubs, and by the units of
the school as a whole. Usually In the latter type of
organization the members are elected from the smaller
unspeclallzed groups such as the home room.
"The chief disadvantages of the first plan are the
dangers that (1) not all students will be represented
because not all of them will belong to the organizations
allowed representation; (2) those who belong to more than
one organization will be represented more than once; (3)
petty politics will develop; and (4) the larger organizations,
usixally represented by more members than the smaller, will
benefit at the expense of the latter. In a way, the last
two possibilities are but natural because in electing a
representative a group obligates him to work for it. In
tfuch a setting the test of his value as representative is
to be found in the extent to which he is able to get con-
cessions and favors for his group. In case of conflict,
for Instance, he could hardly be expected to vote against
the wishes of his organization. The emphasis here is upon
getting instead of upon giving. In short, under this plan
there is a serious possibllty of loyalty to group overshadow-
ing loyalty to school.
1/ Harry C. McKown, The Student Council , McGraw-Klll
Company, Inc., New York City, 1944,
Chapter 111.

"The second plan, election by xmspeciallzed groups,
avoids the difficulties and dangers suggested above. All
the students are represented because all of them are in
|
home rooms. In it the studentrepresents his whole school
instead of a particularized section of it, and consequently
sees all of its activities in proper perspective as elements
of the entire picture. Under this plan attention can be ,
centered on the weak places in the schedule, and unbiased '
efforts be made toward the development of a well-balanced
and closely articulated program...."
,
McKown^ believes that if the council is to represent
a genuine cooperative school effort, then teachers as well
as students should be elected to it* The usual practice is
for the principal to appoint a sponsor, and while this plan
has some obvious advantages, yet it really does not represent
the ideal. Far too often the students consider an appointed
sponsor a sort of spy or "wet blanket" whose duty it is to I
guide and control the council in accordance with the wishes
of the administration, and this conception may not be entirely
inaccurate. In any case, under such a plan the attitudes of
both sponsor and council can hardly be one hundred per cent
harmonious .
^
Logically, if the council is to represent the whole
school, and the faculty is a part of the school, then the
faculty members shovild be elected the same as the student
members. In fact, there is no more Justification for the
principal's appointing the faculty members than theife is for
the teacher's appointing the student members. An equitable
representation of the faculty, or perhaps a teacher-faculty
1/ Op. Cit., p. 51-53.

2i3
ratio somewhat similar to student-body ratio, through a
regularly held election, adds to dignity and importsuice,
and helps to prevent misunderstsuidings and petty jealousies.
It is but natural that the student who feels that he is
represented in the council will have a more wholesome
attitude toward it and a greater interest in its policies
and programs than the student who does not so feel his
repre sentation
•
In general, there should be no restriction on council
membership. There are a number of possible restrictions on
council membership, the principal ones of which are grades,
approval, and reelection. A complete general policy regard-
ing these restrictions, applicable to all schools and to aJL
situations, cannot be handed out by the author or anyone else,
but enough of the implications may be indicated to assist a
school to outline and define a Justifiable policy.
|
Grades.- This restriction on council meinbership splits
j
very easily into two parts: (1) should passing grades in all
subjects be required? and (2) should higher than passing or
average marks be required?
The usual arguments for the first type of restriction
are that (1) the student who is not "up" in his work is not ,
a good, completely -respected school citizen and should not
be allowed to hold a citizen's position of honor; (2) if
he is "down" he may be motivated to get up, if he is not

allowed to hold office; and (3) if he Is down he should
give first attention to his academic work* Probably there
is considerable logic in requiring the council member to
discharge satisfactorily his first major school responsibility,
that of carrying his regular academic load successfully.
Approval.- Some schools have a plan whereby a student
must have the approval of his home room teacher, his adviser,
the dean, the council sponsor, the principal, or the entire
faculty before he is allowed to become a candidate for
council membership. The theory is, of course, that the
approver knows the student and can best decide whether or
not he is suitable material for this body. The implication
naturally is that student electors are incompetent, and that
an inefficient council would result if there were no such
|
restriction. This plan is entirely illogical and undemocratic.
Really, it is but a reflection of the fears, jealousies, and!
misinformations of the faculty.
|
Reelection.- Should reelection be allowed? Here again
the author can see no Justification for restriction. Except
in rare instances such limitation is not a part of the
|
machinery of American democracy. A senator, representative.
Judge, mayor, or even the president csui run for office as
many times as he wishes.
Each member of the Council should assume some definite
responsibility. The council which has no responsibilities

will soon disintegrate. It can never have self-respect and
morale because these are built through the successful dis-
charge of duties. In the same way the individual member of ,
the council must have responsibilities in order to maintain
his interest, self-respect, and morale. He must feel a
personal challenge. Nor should this be a difficult problem
despite the fact that occasionally there are members who,
because of timidity, a feeling of incompetence, or a lack of
interest, hesitate to accept personal responsibility.
Certainly most of the members of a coxmcil will recognize
their opportunities and want to shoulder the responsibility.!
In the council and its subdivisions there are places for
[
msjiy helpers and many- different kinds of skill. An important
duty of the council is to ensure that these abilities are
discovered and properly capitalized.
j
The council should be neither too large nor too small,
j
A large council tends to be unwieldy in organization and
scattering in its efforts because of the difficulty of
handling discussion and business in an orderly manner, and
of educating the members so that they will act most intelli-
gently on the various items under consideration. The usual
plan of superimposing a council-of-the-coimsil or an execu-
tive committee arrangement has several weaknesses and dis-
advantages. Further, the larger the council, the greater
the possibility and the probability that some of its members

\may be underloaded- some may even become "sleepers"- and a
council member with no definite responsibilities is a
liability to the participation plan.
The duties and responsibilities of the couincil should
be specifically defined. The council is a discussion group
with Igislative, judicial, and executive powers and duties
and hence the boundaries must be set so that this body may
develop to the proper edge of its area suid at the same time I
stay within it. In a democracy the establishment of checks
and balances is as necessary as the establishment of duties
and responsibilities.
These rights and privileges, duties, and responsibilities
are only delegated by the head of the school, who cannot
escape his own legal and moral responsibility. The delegation
is usually through some form of properly cr ganized and formally
adopted constitution. This subject will be discussed in detail
ter in the paper.
The principal should retain veto power. ^ Because the
principal is legally and morally responsible, under the
superintendent sind board of education, for everything that i
goes on in the school, it is only reasonable that he should
:
have final authority on any matter that concerns it.
Capitulation is as unthinkable as domination. The entire
i
school, teachers and students, must realize this, and also
m
1/ Op. Cit., P. 59
V -
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that authority Is not unreservedly given but merely delegated
to the coxmcil. Such a recognition should not make the
council less responsible, but more responsible, and also
cause it to be more careful in its deliberations and its
actions in order to avoid veto. Such deliberations should,
in turn, reduce to a minimum the number of times which the
principal should be forced to exercise his right of veto.
On the other hand, the principal himself has a ^
considerable responsibility*^ In the first place, if he
vetoes frequently he will discourage the council, emd some
of its members may take an unwholesome attitude toward the
administration* However, occasionally falling to veto some
measure which the principal knows will not be successful is
educative for both the coimcil members and those who elected
them, because it places the responsibility squarely upon
them.
In the second place it is reasonable that, if the
^
council is charged with the responsibility for coordinating
the various activities of the school, the principal should
act through it; this is courteous and business-like and
proves the principal's confidence in this body. Naturally,
his recommendations, suggestions, and contacts should be
'through the faculty members of the council. If he walks
into a council meeting with a "Now here is what I want you

to do" attitud,e, his presence will probably be very properly
and promptly resented.
The council should not be considered a troubleshooting
body#-^ Unless Intelligent and positive steps are tsiken to
prevent it, there is a danger that the teachers gmd students
may get the idea that the council is a sort of dumping ground
for all the disagreeable tasks about the school, an orgainiz-
ation whose main duties are largely those of trouble- shooting.
The council's main job is construction, plus the restoration
that keeps the structure in good order*
This undesirable attitude, taken far more frequently by
the faculty than the student body, is most likely to develop
in a school in which the faculty has accepted the participation
idea only half-heartedly, or less. Sometimes it is taken
out of Jealousy, the usual reaction being "Oh, that's the
council's Job," sometimes, in order to avoid responsibility
for distasteful jobs and even the faculty's own failures,
and sometimes, when jealousy is fully developed, it is taken
deliberately to sabotage the council's efforts. Needless to
say, such axi attitude not only is unfair to the student body
and the council, but also reflects uncommendably upon the
faculty and the administration that permit it to develop.
1/ Loc. Clt.
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The coimcil should not "be considered a disciplinary body,
Vi/hether or not the council should "be allowed to handle cases of
discipline is a matter on viiich there is considers-hle disagree-
ment, and this whole problem is so important that each school
must have a definite understanding on the whole idea. If the
council becomes a disciplinary body, there is danger that it
will be too busy to do anything else; if so, it will lose
standing in the school. Handling cases of violations of
regulations concerning student activity is probably an entirely
logical and justifiable responsibility of the council, but
it should be accomplished through a special committee or court
instead of by the coiuicil itself. In such an arrangement the
council may act as a reviewing body and probably should in
cases involving major violations.
In some schools the main j ob of the council appears to
be the oiganization and supervision of the corridor monitor
system, and in such cases the students of the school can
hardly escape the impression that the council's most important
jol3 is disciplinary in nature. In short, the school's mental
picture of the council is, for all practical purposes, a real
representation of this organiza.t ion.
Incidentally, this type of monitorial system is facing
increasing criticism because it (l) is uneconomical of the
monitors* time, since dividing a,ttention betv/een a lesson
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and hall responsibilities will hardly result in the
;
development of effective study habits; (2) overemphasizes
watching for or guarding against violation; (3) stresses
external authority rather than Internal sense of responsi-
bility; smd (4) especially in the elementary shcool, tends
to maJse bullies of the monitors, the older pupils.
Provisions for hsLndllng cases of discipline, if such
provisions appear to be desirable and desired, should corae
late, not early, in the council's development* Successful 1
discipline requires and understanding and skill which
inexperienced students do not possess - and even some
experienced teachers, for that matter. Responsibility •
must be grown into slowly.
The cooperative aspect of participation should be
continually emphasized. Actions speak louder than words.
but there are plenty of times when words will help. In
this connection it is imperative that the council understand
suid remember that there are two kinds of cooperation, (1)
cooperation of the student body with the council, the type
most frequently discussed, and (2) cooperation of the
council with the student body, which is just as important.
The council should not attempt to carry on all the
activities itself. Occasionally; a council assumes that it
alone should be responsible for initiating, orgstnizing.
promoting, and handling all the activities of the school.
•
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This l3 a mistaken conception of the council's place and
duty. Nearly all the projects can be carried out much more
economically and successfully by the organizations to which
they logically belong. The council's Job is to suggest ^
stimulate, encourage, and assist in every way possible .!
The council's financial policy should be well organized
and closely supervised. The financial administration of
activities represents one of the most bothersome problems
in a modern school, not only because of the large total
amount of money involved, but also because of the great
number and variety of ways in which it is handled. Most of
the criticisms of school activities have been due, directly
or indirectly, to the loose handling of funds* Properly
raising, handling, and disbursing funds are essential parts
of any activity program - and these together represent a
device which may be used effectively In developing proper
kind of program and giving it balance. This is true espe-
cially where the control of finances is centralized in the
council. Even at best, finances are dynamite and hence
should be most carefully handled and supervised.
The machinery of the plan diould be simple • The idea
is not to get a pretty organization, but an effective one.
Irrespective of the type of plan developed or adopted, it
should be simple enough to be easily understood and

administered, and direct enough to be of Immediate and
appreciable Influence. This means that the major part of
the student effort should be spent on the program rather
than on the machinery .^ !
Council meetings should be held regularly and on school
^
time. Scheduling regular council meetings is In line with
good business principles. Calling meetings only when "there
i
Is something to do" represents a poor suid unbusinesslike
policy necessitating extra work and causing inconvenience
to all. Even when there is apparently no business to be
discussed, and such instsuices should be rare Indeed, the
meeting should proceed according to the usual form and then
be adjourned immediately. It should not be allowed to
degenerate Into an aimless "bull session".
It Is loglcsJ. to assume that if council meetings
represent educationally Important settings, and they should
not be scheduled unless they do, they should be held on
school time. Such scheduling will (1) guarantee the presence
of all members, (2) officially recognize and sanction the
program, (3) give it importance and dignity, (4) ensure good
teacher and student attitudes, and (5) bring a correlative
demand that the teachers* time be well Invested. The
students will not taike the council seriously unless the
administration and faculty do»
I
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Often the council meeting is scheduled in the activities
period. However, in some instances this is disadvantageous
^
to the member because it prevents them from attending clubs
and participating in the other activities during this period-
It should not be difficult to schedule a time when all
members can attend without conflict • For example: This
period should be kept sacred to council activities; no
member should be excused for any other school purpose,
currlcular or extracurricular. About the poorest time and
place for holding council meetings is in the evening at the
home of some student or teacher* Such meetings will lack '
the necessary school atmosphere and will almost inevitably
develop into social gatherings. The council is not a
social club .^
Council meetings should be open to all who care to
attend. The student or teacher who helps to elect members
to the council has as much right to attend the meetings of
this organization as the adult has to attend sessions of
congress, the state legislature, a court, or a municipal
body to ^dilch he helped to elect members.
I
Such visits should be highly conducive to the development
of the interest and the education Of the visitors. '
Occasionally, it may be advisable for the council to hold a i
closed session, but this practice should not be adopted as
|
a general policy. "Secret session" is a term that i& very
1/ Op. Cit., P. 65 - —:-
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foreign and distasteful to a democratic form of government.
The necessary facilities smd equipment should be
provided The council should have a regular place for its
meetings. Holding the meeting in any room that for the
period happens to be vacant is unbusinesslike, detracts
from dignity and importance!, dissipates student and teacher
energy in hunting up the meeting place, and encourages
interruptions. Similarly, a room that is inaccessible,
or poorly lighted, equipped, eind ventilated - a room that
is available because it can be used for nothing except as
a storage place or a council chamber - handicaps council
activities and morale. A private file should be provided
for the council's books, correspondence, notes, communica-
tions, forms, and reports. Other necessary elements of a
business meeting are a gavel, secretary's and treasurer's
books (a neat substantial book brings respect and encourages
the keeping of neat and accurate records, paper, and forms.)
Having a permanent place for this material will make for
efficient procedure in using it.
No other organization should be allowed to usurp the
coxmcil's rightful place in the school. There are two
organizations which may, unless prevented by wise action,
usurp some of the council's power and place. These are
The National Honor Society (The National Junior Honor Society
in Junior high schools and in the ninth and tenth grades in
I
t

four-year senior high schools) and The High School Victory-
Corps. Neither of these organizations can ever be a I
substitute for the student council, auid it was never intended
that they should, but some misguided administrators and
faculties have allowed such unjustifiable substitution*
The local Council should affiliate with Council
Associations • As indicated before, there are now a number
of local, state, regional, and national associations of
student councils which hold conferences, distribute
literature, ;^rovide speakers, and in other ways work for the
common good of their members. They represent an excellent
medium for the exchange of helpful ideas and give desired
publicity to the participation idea. The local council
should belong to the appropriate organizations and partici-
pate in their activities. The small expense of membership ^
will represent an investment very much worth while.
Too much should not be expected of the council. If,
after more than a century and a half of development, adult
j
American democracy is still "a great experiment," as a noted
federal Judge recently designated it, the teacher or
administrator who expects to democratize his school in a few
months, or semesten^ or even years, is certain to be disappointed.
After all, students are but children, inexperienced and
immature, and it is unreasonable to expect adequate self-
government at their hands. As Dean Kerr pointed out in 1925*

"student government Is not an end, but a process; it never
will be, nor can be, expert government."
The Individual who expects too much and who loads the
council with responsibilities far beyond its ability is not
only unintelligent but unfair. In such an instance, and
|
there have been many of them, neither the students nor the
participation is to blame. This is not saying that there
should be and will be no failures - as suggested above, often
these are good educational settings, provided that they are
properly capitalized - but it is saying that too many of too
serious failures will discourage an interested teacher or
|
student, and will add more voices to the "it may be all right
in theory but it won't work in practice" chorus.
The council should give continuous publicity to its
ideals, activities, and problems. The fact that a school's
population is constantly changing means that there should I
i
be a continuous program of education designed to acquaint i
the new teachers and students with the theory of the plain '
and its local application. In addition, such a program will
reemphaslze these to the older teachers and students and
i
establish them more fiimly in the minds of the council !
members themselves. This program of education can be .!
promoted through the home room, assembly, bulletin board,
exhibits and demonstrations, andthe school publications.
An impressive installation service represents a fine device
i
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for this purpose.
Not only is the school constantly changing but so
also Is the community, and a continuous program of education
is necessary in order that the parents and patrons understand
and appreciate what is being attempted* This program of
community education is absolutely essential when partici-
pation is first being planned, but it is also important
after this organization has been effected. Community
support must not only be won but also be maintained. Most
of this program of education will come indirectly through
the attitudes and activities of the students themselves.
But occasional direct reflections of the participation
idea can be made through public programs, and school and
community publications.
McKown^ considers it imperative that the reasons for
success and failure be analyzed. There are important
reasons for student- council successes and failures, just as
there are important reasons for success and failure in any
other kind of orgajiization or undertaking. Knowing the
reasons for present success will help to make it permanent,
and a success is a real success only when it can be repeated
later. Similarly, knowing the reasons for a present failure
helps to guarantee a future success. In reality, a failure
is a failure only when it is not capitalized in the direction

of a success; which is another vciy of saying that, viiere proper-
ly appreciated and capitalized, a failure represents one of the
best educational opportunities. These points should "be kept in
mind by the members of the council. It is to be regretted that
so few accounts of council failures are published. Although
they might be discouraging to timid souls, they would undoubted-
ly be helpful to the braver pioneers who are attemp tint to
1
discover the path to heights of success.
How Students Learn Most Effectively
'i/Yhen we consider the philosophy upon which all student
participation is based. Hand gives a clear picture of #iat we
should expect:
'*It is quite obvious that one can learn to swim only by
swimming and to write only by writing, thoug:h of course v/ise
and sympathetic guidance helps immeasurcibly in these as in all
other learning situations. Similarly, one can learn to cooperate
only by cooperating, to select leaders only by selecting lead-
ers, to pla,n only by plsmning, to improve group well-being only
by improving group well-being, to evaluate one's own behavior
only by evaluating one*s ovm behavior, etc; in short, one can
learn to live democratically only \)y living democratically. As
a corollary, we may say that whoever "does the doing** acquires
the learning afforded thereby.'*
Practically all tiie studies made in the field of student
activities seem to reveal conclusively that students cannot be
expected to learn how to live in a democracy if they are not
given a chance to get the proper training while they are inscnool,
1/ S, V, Jeter, "Fnatl N"o Student Council?** Clearing House .
Vol. 9, October 1934, pp, 1X8-121,
a/ Harold C, Hand, Campus Activities, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Inc., ilew York City, 1938, p. 2.
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Types of Council Organization
Probably no two council organizations are exactly
alike, and this is reasonable because no two school settings
are exactly alike. This means that there are nearly as many
different kinds of organizations as there are schools.
Consequently, it is not possible to describe in detail
these many types of councils.
Student councils may be classified on three bases!
1. Source of membership
2* Responsibilities assigned or accepted.
3« G-eneral structure or organization
Types of Councils According Source of Membership
Representation of Specialized Interests . - In this,
one of the older forms of council representation, very
i
commonly found before the appearance and development of the
home room, and still popular in small schools, the members
are elected from particular organizations such as classes,
clubs, or activities. Usually the extent of representation
is determined by the size or importance of the activity
represented.
There are several very serious objections to this plan.
The first of these is the great possibility that, because
he feels his obligation to the oi^anization which elects
htm, the council member* s main interest will concern his
1/ McKown, H. C, "The Student Council," Chapter IV.,
Mcaraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, N.Y., 1944.
I
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own group, not the school as a whole. As suggested earlier,
in such a setting the best representative is the one who gets
most. And, often, as in adult politics, "logrolling" and
"mutual backscratching" develop. Those organizations which
are best represented will tend to receive the lion's share of
help and attention, or lack of attention if this appears to
be more desirable.
A second objection to this plan is that some activities
may not even be represented. This may be true either (1) in
fact, as when small and relatively unimportant activities or
organizations, on the basis of membership, may not be allowed
representation, or (2) in effect, as when small organizations
may be allowed only proportional representation, often too
small to be of any real significance in the competition for
serious council attention.
About the only setting in which representation by
specialized interests is justifiable is in the small non-home-
room school, where the representatives are elected from
classes. Each class, of course, represents a much more
democratic organization than any specialized activity because
it includes all kinds of interests* If the school is small, >
general school interests loom larger than class interests.
^
Preferably, in the Junior and senior high, school, all classes
should be represented, the upper and smaller classes being
allowed additional representation in order to balance that of.

the larger and lower classes*
Automat1 c Representat1on > - Generally speaking, there are
two forms of automatic representation, on the basis of (1)
office already held, stnd (2) academic or citizenship records,
or both.
In the first form, officers, usually presidents, of the
bodies represented (classes, home rooms, or activities) auto-
matically become members of the council without further
election. The two main arguments in favor of this plan are
that (1) it results in the formation of a good council, one
composed of competent and recognized school leaders, and
(2) because each of these representatives is directly and
officially responsible to his group, close cooperation between
the variou's groups and the council will be assured.
Other types given by McKown are:
Representation by Principal or Faculty Appointees
Representation by Student Leader Appointees
Representation of School Alumni and Board of Education
Representation of Unspecialized Units of the School
Civil Service Types
Types of Councils According to Powers
A second possible method of classifying councils is on
the basis of what they are allowed to do, or the direction
and extent of their authority. Such powers, of course, vary
widely from school to school, rsmglng all the way from
1
discussion only to rather complete control of all student
activities. A consideration of these powers, as represented
by organization, shows four types of coixncils which, for our
purpose here we shall call:
Informal Council
The Forum
Specific Service Council
General Council
Types of Councils According to Organization
Single-house Council
Multihouse Councils
Other Multihouse Councils
The School-city
(\
Types of Student aovemment In Operation
The Bulletin of the National Association of SecondaiTy-
School Principals llst& several types of student In operation:
Council of home-room presidents 94
Council of home-room representatives— -45
Modified form of national government 33
Forum- 30
City government 27
National government— 22
Council of Class representatives- 22
Modified form of city government -14
Modified form of state government 8
Representatives of classes and organizations 6
State government 5
Representatives of home rooms and organizations—
4
Representatives from home rooms and student body-4
Home-room presidents and representatives from
organizations -3
Representatives from home rooms, classes, and
organizations 2
Council of class representatives and others 2
Class presidents and representatives 2
Home-room presidents and representatives —2
Senators from home rooms and clubs- 1
Class officers and organizations -1
Honor roll and class officers— 1
Home-room vice presidents --1

Modified form of torn government--—''-'""'-'-"' - - 1
Glass officers and sliop and club representatives 1
Study hall representatives ^ — i
Coimcil of home-room presidents
The most popular tyDe of organiza,tion is the council of
1
home-room presidents. This type presupposes a home-room
organization which simplifies the setting up of a general
organization. Sver;;^'' member of the student body is a member
of the government organization and exercises his right of
franchise in the home-room elections and in the general
election of a president and vice president. The candidates
for these two offices are usually nominees from the senior
and junior classes, respectively. Later, the secretary and
treasurer are frequently appointed by the president, with the
approval of the sponsor or principal, from tne commercial
classes. Sometimes the^r are chosen at the general election
with the president and vice-president. One of the chief
advantages of this plan lies in the fact that the home -room
president not only represents his home-room in the student
council but bears the brtint of responsibility in his home-
room. He reports to his fellow students the actions of the
council and provides for the execution of the decisions of
the council; he takes charge of the home room and starts the
class to v/ork pending the arrival of a delayed teacher; and
he sees to it that the home -room secretary calls the roll,
1/ Brogue, S. B. and Jacobson, P. B. , "The Bulletin of the
g^tional^Assggiajion^of^llgondary-School Principals," Vol.
II
reports the attendance to the office, ajid attends to multi-
tudinous details from which many teachers are glad to escape.
An objection to the plan of having the home-room
president act as representative to the council is that by so
doing an opportunity is lost for further distribution of
participation In service* Then, too, many point systems pro-
hibit a student from holding two major offices. This would
prevent dual service under these systems in which both the
home-room presidency and representation in the student council
are ranked as major offices.
Next in favor, according to the survey na de by the members
on the staff of the bulletin is: Council of home-room represen-|
tatlvesi More frequently than not a boy and a girl are chosen
from each home room. These representatives carry suggestions
and complaints to the council and bring back reports of the
council actions, but further than that they bear no responsl-
^
blllty in the home room. The president and vice president, and
sometimes the secretary and treasurer, are usually elected by
the student body, though sometimes they are chosen within the
council by their fellow members. Sometimes the council
functions as a unicameral legislature or a forum, and sometimes
it follows forms of city, state, or national government.
The general belief is that the actual machinery through
which student participation in the government of the school is
carried on is not so essential as is the whole-hearted coopera-
1/ Ibid., pp. 38, 39.
(
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tion of the principal, faculty, and student body, the
efficiency of the executive officers, and an indomitable will
to succeed* In so far as students are concerned. Pope's
aphorism holdstrue:
"For forms of government let fools contest;
Whatever is best administer' d is best.'*
Initiating The Council
The maxim "well begun is half done"-^ is nowhere more true
than in the development of a plan of student participation*
How many are the discouraging failures which have occurred in
American schools all because the plan was not properly
initiated, and how much damage has been done through the
discrediting efforts of these failures. Further, how infre-
quently have the reasons for such failures been analyzed, and
how rarely has the blame for them been properly placed.
The usual result of an unhappy experience with a council
|
Is an unexpressed or expressed final-word attitude of "It may
work somewhere else but it won't work in my school." It is
reasonable to believe that if the plan Is successful in one
school It should be successful in another school which is
similar, and most schools are similar.
Many student-council failures are due to the fact that
the system was planned largely by the principal, or the
principal and sponsor-to-be, with relatively little or no
1/ McKown, H. C, "The Student Council", Chapter 5, Pages 96-
— 120, New York: McGraw-Hill Company Inc
.
, 1944. 1
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assistance from the students, and in response to no direct
demand from the school as a whole*
The fundamental of democracy is consent of the governed.
A democratic form of government cannot be imposed from without;
it can come only in response to a definite demand from within
the group* Such a demand must be based upon a thorough under-
standing of the purposes and details of the plan and an
appreciation and acceptance of the duties and obligations
which it will bring* No administrator, teacher, or even small
interested group of students, can ever successfully force a
council upon a school, because no such individual or group
can ever give the intelligent consent necessary. Although
it is unreasonable to expect that this demand will ever be
entirely unanimous- it never has been in our Americaui
democracy, and it never will be in a school democracy^- it is
reasonable that it must be and can be a solid majority*
McKown lists classes, clubs, home rooms, social studies
and English classes as settings for teaching the participation
idea. Each of these represents a miniature, but none the less
real, democracy in which are provided the opportunities for
the functional learning of the pertinent ideals and the
practicing of the appropriate habits* The student-council
idea represents a topic through the discussion of which i
democratic principles and concepts may be made clear and
1/ Loc* Cit.
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personally accepted# Similarly, theme-writing in English
classes can contribute to an understanding of this subject
and to an interest in it*
A favorable attitude on the part of the faculty is
essential to the success of the plan because every teacher
will have contacts with it and will be in a strategic position
to encourage or discourage it* This favorable attitude must
be built upon a basis of comprehensive knowledges and accurate
appreciations; it can never emerge from a principal-imposed
or student-group imposed system.
A quite proper method of beginning this program of faculty
education is for the principal to appoint a committee of those
teachers who, on the basis of training, experience, personality,
and open-mindednes 3, are most competent to give the subject
adequate and fair consideration* In a small school the entire
faculty may compose the committee* This group collects
constitutions and handbooks of other schools and pertinent
literature in the form of bulletins, books, and magazine
articles, and makes a serious study of them* In addition, it
may arrange visits to and from other schools; hold conferences
with recognized and experienced authorities, and with both
leaders and followers in other schools; take university courses
which reflect the participation idea; attend student-council
conferences and conventions; and in other ways cover the
ground completely and deliberately. After the faculty has
I
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become thoroughly acquainted with the ideals, materials, and
procedures of the participation idea and has considered the
possibilities of its local application, comes the education of
the students themselves* But whereas in the case of the
faculty this was a dual program, with the student body it is
three-headed: the education of a smaller group of student
leaders, the education of representatives of the various
democratic units of the school, and finally, the education of
these units through their representatives. In general, the
procedures utilized are about the same as those suggested for
the faculty.
The third main group^ which must be educated in the
participation idea is that composed of the parents and patrons
of the community. Too often in school affairs this group is
neglected and the result, especially if some rather new
proposal is being promoted, is either an apathetic attitude or
downright opposition, both of which are detrimental to school
morale and to the plan being suggested. Community support is
necessary smd in the case of the new, this means enlightened
support
.
Such understatnding and support csui be developed through
the progrsuns of the Parent-Teachers Association, bulletins from
the principal, school and public newspaper articles, special
assembly programs to which parents and patrons have been
1/ Loc. Cit.
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invited, and the students themselves. The value of this
plan is obvious; a student who explains the participation
idea to his parents will, in the majority of cases, be a
supporter of it and hence will make a serious attempt to
convert his parents • Any average parent would be impressed
by an earnest and enthusiastic explanation and justification,
and any student who made such an explanation would be all the
more convinced of the value of the plan.
After the school has been brought to an understanding of
the basic idea of participation, and the necessary felt need
has appeared, inevitably there will come a demand for the
adoption of the plan. Hence a sort of blueprint must be
drawn, and this blueprint is the constitution* In it the
areas of the council responsibility are staked out, organi-
zation is described, and authority is officially given and
recognized.
The entire school will serve under this constitution and
therefore the school should have the right to participate in
its development, as well as the right to adopt it. But the
school as a unit is too large and cxxab ersome and consequently
a smaller group of students and teachers should have the
responsibility for leading this development.
The consitutions of other schools, and suggested outlines
from such books as McKown's^ will have been studied and these
1/ Loc. Cit.

will help the group to plan a general form. The Job of this
group is to write a constitution that is complete in coverage,
simple in organization, and clear in style.
Once in definite form this tentative constitution
I
should be shown to the principal, the final authority, before
it is further discussed or made available to the various
units of the school.
After the tentative constitution has been developed by
the group and approved by the principal, it should be taken
to both the faculty and the student body for further
discussion.
When it finally appears to be in good shape, it is then
ready for adoption by the school in a special election. This
election should be an important and dignified event. Formal
printed or mimeographed ballots should be used, and no such
voting procedure as "say 'aye,'" "stand," or "raise your
hands" should be scheduled or permitted. A public adoption
in the general school assembly does not represent good
practice, nor is a similar formal acceptance after sidoption
necessary or logical. Suitable publicity, officially
|
designated polling places (perhaps the rooms of the various
units) ballot boxes, and election officials will help to
j
make it a real event in the life of the school. Such a
procedure will increase school interest in the plan, and give
it worth-while publicity outside the school. As soon as
|
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practicable after adoption, the constitution should be printed
in an attractive booklet and distributed to the students and
|
teachers
•
According to the provisions of the constitution, the
necessary election of council members, or council members
and school officers, is held, if necessary being promoted by
the ranking student officers of each unit, or by temporary
chairmen appointed by the teacher responsible for each unit.
These elections should be as definitely formal as they will
be when the orgsmization Is really under way. Such elections
should not be scheduled Immediately; sufficient time should
be allowed so that the necessary campaigns within each unit
may be organized and conducted.
When finally named, the council members assemble at
the call of the president, if he is elected by the school, or
that of the central faculty-student group, if the president
is to be elected by the council itself. Jn the latter case
a temporary chaiiTnan is appointed to handle the council's
election of its president. Upon election the president
proceeds at once with the election of the other officers, or,
if the council is large, postpones the election until the
group has had ample opportunity to study its material.
Shortly after being elected the council should be ^
appropriately installed in a special program to which, if
desired, parents and patrons are invited. This ceremony
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should be foraal sind dignified so as to make an impressive
appeal to the student body. Nothing should be allowed to
cheapen it in any way.
The next step should be the administering of the oath.
No oath should be administered by a student. The ranking
officer in the school, the principal, should perform this
duty. Oath suggested by McKown^
Do you, the officers of the High School Student
Association, pledge yourselves to support the consitlution
and discharge to the best of your abilities the duties of the
offices to which you have been elected?
Do you, the members of the student council of High
School pledge yourselves to develop and support worthy school
policies, promote the best interests of school activities, and
faithfully discharge specific responsibilities individually
delegated to you?
Once the council has been properly elected, organized,
and Installed, it should begin seme constructive piece of work
immediately while school Interest and enthusiasm are still hlgli
The newly organized council is much more likely to err in
attempting to do too much than it is in attempting to do too
I
little. Naturally, the group wants to demonstrate its ability
|
immediately, not only because it honestly feels its responsi-
bility but also because it realizes that if it does not
2/ Loc. Cit.
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accomplish something rather promptly it will lose standing in
the school 8ind Jeopardize the entire participation plan. Such
a feeling of responsibility is highly desirable; the council
which does not have it is not worth the name.
The first few tasks of the newly organized council should
be small, and very definite, and easily recognized and
appreciated by the school. Fretwell says in this connection,
"The council should begin with concrete activities where
definite success is possible. More difficult problems may be
taken up as the pupils and teachers, working through the
coxmcil, gain ability to handle them."^
McKown suggests the following appropriate first activi-
ties of the student council:
Installing and maintaining a bulletin board
Installing an electric basketball scoreboard
Orgsuiizing and managing a lost and foxmd department
Collecting and printing songs and cheers for the
school's use
Providing and caring for the school flag or flags
Sponsoring a visiting day or school night
Compiling a short illustrated history of the school
Organizing and managing a candy counter or school store
Planning campaigns - safety, courtesy, punctuality,
speech
Designing and awarding school insignia, honors, or
trophies
1/ Fretwell. E. K., "Extra-curricular Activities in Secondary
Schools,'' p. 193, Houghton Mifflin Comuany, Boston, 1931.
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First Activities Continued:
Developing an official school emblem, seal, or plaque
Maintaining a question or suggestion box
Promoting the acquisition of pictures, plants, statuary
Organizing and conducting contests smd competitions
Organizing and supervising corridor ajid street traffic
Developing exhibitions - pets, hobbies, art, club,
athletic
Organizing and arranging home room program exchanges
and visits
All these activities meet the specifications of a good
first project: they are definite, they are not too complicatec^,
they offer probability of success, ajnd they are instrumental
in developing capacity and desire for additional and more
complex tasks. If the council does one or two of them well
during the first term, and another one or two during the
second term, by the end of the year it will have to a
considerable extent established itself. Final establishment
may require even two or three years, but when it comes it
will be complete*
1I
i
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Organizing a Council
When a principal Is considering the possimity of
Inaugurating a system of student participation In government,
he should m&ke a thorough study of the subject before
Initiating any plans or taking any steps In the direction of
effecting an organlzatloni First of all, he should become
acquainted with the Ideas of leaders In that area. Also he
should consult with the principals and sponsors who are In
charge of organizations that are operating successfully In
neighboring schools. He should take time to visit schools In
which the work of the student council Is outstanding; and
perhaps he should attend the convention of his own district
association.
After this has been done, the principal should take time
to study the needs of his own particular student body, and,
equally Important, take time to consult the faculty and deter- I
mine Its attitude* The advice of those with the longest period
of, and most successful experience with, student participation
In school control Is to proceed slowly and cautiously, and I
never imder any circumstances attempt to spring a full-fledged
organization upon the school overnight. It Is much better to
delay orgsmlzatlon a few weeks or months or even a year thsin
to set up hastily an organization that does not fulfill the
needs of the particular school, and Is not adapted to the
1/ E. B. and Jacobson, P. B.," The Bulletin of the National
Association of Secondary-School Principals**, Volume 24,
— Chapter 3, Number 89, March, 1940*-

1situation created In the particular environment. It Is better
to start with the right orgajilzation from the beginning than
to find it necessary later to abolish completely the system
and reorganize. However, those in charge should not hesitate
to do this when they have become convinced that the type of
organization to which the school has been committed is not the
one suited to the best interests of all concerned.
Pupil participation should fill a felt need in the school.
This may grow out of a desire for assembly programs, the need
to control traffic in the corridors, or from many other
causes. The council should begin with a concrete problem
which it can solve. By doing so, it will gain confidence in
itself and prestige in the eyes of the student body. Lent,
In his study of the councils in Michigan, found that the
demand came from the pupils in sixty-two per cent of the
cases, and from the principal in fifty-three per cent. How
frequently the principal had stimulated this demand cannot,
of course, be determined.
In studying the list of persons responsible for the
inauguration of the councils investigated by the National
Association of Secondary-School Principals, we find that it
is not in entire agreement with the findings of Lent. The
school administration was responsible for launching the
council in sixty per cent of the replies, although the
principal alone was responsible in thirty-two per cent of the
1
replies. Perhaps it will suffice to say that the principal has
had the major responsibility for organizing the council, L£ ne
does not "believe in it and give it his support, the council is
unlikely to make a significant contrihution to the life of the
school.
1 J^ext in line, the students as a v;hole or a group were
responsihle for twenty-five per cent of the student councils.
Five per cent of the organizations did not know to what person,
orgajiizat ion, or influence they owed their origin, though only
one and one-half per cent frankly adniitted it. In a great rnany
schools the councils grew out of a need felt "by pupils and
faculty. This should alv/ays "be the ca.se, and a perfectly object-
I
I
ive and easily mnaged project should be attacked first.
In another recent study of the student council in seventy-
five schools, Patrick found that of eight factors contributing to
the success of the organization, the one ranked first in importance
1
was, '*Gradual development - not too much attempted at first.**
The rank order of the first five factors contributing
to the success of the council in the seventy-foizr schools
which Patrick studied were: (l) gradual development - not
too much attempted at first, (ki) good faculty advisors, (3)
strong pupil leaders, (4) favorable pupil sentiment, and (5)
l_y Patrick, H. E., "Pupil Participation in School Administra-
tion and Govemm.ent in Eighty Secondary Schools," Unpublished
Master of Arts Paper, P. 70, Department of Education,
' University of Chicago.
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a sympathetic faculty.
Of eleven factors which had hampered the success of the
student council, Patrick found the following ranked first in
order of Importance: (1) difficulty of securing efficient and
successful pupil leaders, (2) problem of getting all members
to participate in work, (3) pupils made leaders on the basis
of popularity rather than ability, (4) lack of Interest and
responsibility on the part of pupils, and (5) objection to
telling on and being disciplined by fellow pupils.
Another step to be taken by the principal who contemplates
establishing a system of pupil participation in his school is
the study of the various forms that have been used with success
This study should be prepared to guide the pupils toward the
adoption of the plan that seems best suited to his particular
group. No plan has been found to be the ideal one for every
school.
If a school decides upon a form of government based on
state or national government, it should carefully consider
any modifications that should be made. One very Important
I
matter to decide Is whether or not the student government shall
attempt to maintain the three bramches, legislative, executive,!
and judicial, as found in the pattern it wisl;e8 to follow.
Of the 361 schools canvassed, 320 did not have constitutions
based on state or national plans, sixty per cent did not make
1/ Ibid., P. 70.
bid
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provision for all three branches. The Judicial branch was
most frequently omitted, though in a few cases the legislative
was lacking.
Constitution and Bylaws
In student associations it may be relatively unimportant
whether the basic instrument be called a "constitution,"
"Constitution and bylaws," or just "bylaws."''' It is entirely
possible that a constitution might be made so complete that a
set of bylaws would be unnecessary; conversely, it is possible
that a set of bylaws might be made so complete that a consti-
tution would be unnecessary. The important thing is to see
that all essential, elements are included, irrespective of
Just how they are classified. However, constitution is a
dignified and formal term which quite properly appeals to all
individuals.
The constitution should fit the local situation. Nearly
all student participation constitutions are imitations of those
of other schools. There is some Justification for this,
because It would be very difficult for a group of Inexperienced
students to develop such an instrument without the proper base
of fact and form. However, for a school group to copy bodily
|
a constitution and plan of sane other school is no more logical
I
than for one student to copy exactly the suit of clothes of
some other student. It might fit, but it is much more probable
y McKown, H. C, "The Student Council", Chap.6, New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1944.

that it would not. A school may justifiably imitate the general
form of constitution, but the details of the plan should
represent the needs of the local setting.
The constitution should be as simple as possible* Often
school constitutions so closely imitate municipal, state, and
federal instruments with their legal and technical verbiage
that they are cumbersome and confusing. Frequently, in such
instances, the main order of business seems to be "amending
the constitution."
Serious study should precede the final adoption of the
constitution. It is not something to be written out and handed
to the school in a "here^s your constitution" manner. Because
it represents the entire school, all students and teachers
should have an opportunity to study it, criticize it, suggest
changes, and in other ways attempt to improve it. This can
(
be done properly through the various organizations which are,
or are to be, represented in the council.
A good procedure for the development of this instrument
is the election or appointment of a central committee, or even
a constitutional convention, although the size of this group
may militate against its effectiveness, to make a survey of
the local needs and a study of tjrpical constitutions. A
!
proposed instrument is then drafted and distributed to the
school for study and criticism. When advisable, the necessary
modifications are made before the constitution is offered for

final ratification. Some schools even try out the constitution
for a semester or two before finally adopting it. This
procedure will help to avoid embarrassing and confidence-
destroying errors and weaJmesses.
McKown lists the following elements of the constitution:
1. Name
2. Purpose
3« Membership
4. Powers
3* Orgajiization
6. Officers
?• Committees
8. Bylaws
9. Ratification
10. Veto
11. Amendments
Elements of Bylaws
The constitution must (1) establish the necesssu?y bylaws,
or (2) authorize the council to establish these or (3) do botho
1. Quorum
2. Meetings
A. Regularity and Frequency
B. Time and Place of Meeting
C. Continued Meetings
D. Special Meetings
E. Postponed and Csmceled Meetings
Election of Officers
4. Order of Business
5« Rules of Order
6. Voting Procedure
?• Reports
8. Fees, Dues, and Assessments
9. Insignia
I 10. Amendments

A school Provides for Continuous Revision of Its Student
Constitution
The student council of the Fieldston School in New York
City has a standing committee on constitutional revision.
Each year the constitution and bylaws of the student body
are reviewed and possible improvements are considered.
"We try to keep the constitution suited to conditions as
they are now,'* said the chairmaji, "instead of letting it be
something set down by the founding fathers."^
\/ National Education Association of the United States,
Educational Policies Commission, "Learning the Ways of
Democracy", P. 250, Washington, D. C«, 1940,

Twenty-four Projecta of Our Student Coimcll
Mr. Hagney explains fully the activities of the Student
Council at Haldane High School, Cold Spring, New York:
"In taking inventory of the student government organiza-
tion ait Haldane at this time, two basic rules should be
stressed: First, administrators euid teachers should not
delude themselves into thinking that young people caui be
fooled. Second, administratprs and teachers should avoid
using the student government as a chore-doing and errand-
running device. Such difficulties can be avoided by a clear
ajid sincere statement of policy by the school, governing
the actual fields in which the student government officers
have Jurisdication. Thus committed, the administration
must then support the pupils in all their successes ajid
failures and must permit them to make mistsikes and profit
by them."
Some of the projects which the council has undertaken
recently are:
1. The council drew up a set of regulations for the
use of the auditorium by pupils.
2. It obtained and supervised the use of a bus for
pupils going to school football games.
3» It set up regulations and rules for traffic control
in the building.
4. It investigated the handling of lockers and
obtained several changes in locker regulations.
5» It obtained, bought, and awarded baseball, football,
cheerleader and manager awards.
6. It set up rules and regulations for school dancing.
?• It investigated and organized a new plan for
dismissal from assembly.
1/ William J. Hagney, "Twenty-four Projects of Our Student
Council", Clearing House, Vol. 16, (December 1941),
pp. 236 - 235T

8. It investigated and got permission for noontime
dancing on Wednesdays.
9» It prepared copies of minutes of Student Council
meetings for the use of every home room.
10. It set up a Building Inspection committee for
supervision of home-rooms and lockers.
11. It established and maintained a Lost and Found
Department for the school.
12. It set up a clothing and food fund for needy pupils
13» It devised a form of giving permission to school
organizations to hold events.
14» It supervised pupil discussions prior to the
adoption of a standard graduation ring and carried
on a contest to determine a proper crest for the
ring.
15 • It purchased orchestrations for the school
orchestra.
16. It investigated the bicycle problem at school and
purchased a bicycle rack for pupils.
17* It aided in the fineuicial backing of the senior
annual.
18. It acted as financial agent in making loans to
various school clubs and activities.
19. It purchased uniforms for cheerleaders.
20. It supervised the awards of pins and letters to
various school clubs.
21. It purchased raincoats sind flashlights for the
Service Club.
22. It supervised the selling of Student Association
tickets. .
I
23 • It sponsored the formation of a student government
organization in a neighboring school.
j

24. For the past two years it has orgeuilzed a community
Halloween Parade for the purpose of helping to
prevent petty destruction and nuisance acts by
pupils."
"The last project deserves additional explanation. It
is important because it is an example of how the school
Student Council can work out projects in the community as
well as in the school. This Halloween project was of the
same type that is carried out by Kiwajiis, Rotary, and Lions
Olubs in many parts of the country each year. Its chief
point of interest is that the pupils who were supposed to be
diverted from malicious mischief by the Halloween Parade with
its prizes, candy, etc., were the group who initiated and
carried out the project."
"The council canvassed the commxmity and obtained
donations to buy parade flares, crackerjacks aad ice cream,
and prizes for contestants. It set up judging rules, secured
judges, got the cooperation of the American Legion, set up the
public address system, and made the project a big success."
"Each of these activities in itself is not an epoch-
making event, but the processes incidental to making a
decision on each one brought into play all of the factors
which we think are important in the democratic way of life,
such a free discussion and decision by the vote of the
majority."

The Place of the Assembly In the School
The assembly can be made an important factor in the life
of the school. According to Mr, Terryi a new conception
has appeared in which the assembly is thought of primarily
as an educational opportunity and as one of the best available
means of unifying the student body.
He says, "It is closely related, and often is an organic
part of the student government. It is the forum of the
officers of the student body and, when it is turned into a
"'town meeting*", it becomes a powerful means of molding
public opinion.. The achievement of a spirit of social
solidarity in the school is one of the chief objectives of
student government. No activity contributes more to this
end than the assembly, for it is the one occation when the
entire student body is called together for the consideration
of matters of common interest. Meritorious achievement and
distinguished service are rewarded by the school at these
gatherings. Praise is given to its noble traditions and
loyalty is, invoked for its ideals. Pupils experience a
convincing sense of the honor of belonging to a great
institution, and their personalities are strengthened under
the magnifying feeling of oneness with a powerful community.
Tar-reaching significance is to be attached to experiences
of this kind in the massive hetrogeneous student bodies of
the modem cosmopolitan high school."
"The assembly provides opportimities for the promotion
of other important objectives of the government organization.
Love of country is stimulated by patriotic songs, creeds,
salutes, and by celebrating the birthdays of great Americans,
j
Pupils are taught how to express themaelves in public and
they learn how to manage huge public gatherings. They are I
trained in large group cooperation and in the behavior that is
appropriate in crowds. They think in broad terms about the
welfare of the institution, contribute to its entertainment,
and learn to appreciate the work of public speakers."
1/ Paul W. Terry, Supervising Extra-Curricular Activities,
pp. 150-152, New York City, McGraw Hill Co., Inc., 1930.
r
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Our Student Council decided to assist in planning the
Assembly programs for Excelsior High School, and appointed a
committee to work with t he sponsor of the Student Council, They
made plans for the terra, and posted the prograras one and two
weeks "before time in order that all the students might have a
chance to study the programs, and look forward to the various
presentations.
Assemblies
Assemblies are often used to clarify the issues in con~
troversial public opinion. At the University High School in
Oakland, California, assembly attendance is voluntary, but the
assemblies are generally well attended. Assembly programs
are planned and carried out by a student assembly coimnittee,
under the leadership of the student commissioner of assemblies
who is appointed by the student council. These students have
the responsibility for building up student interest in the
1
assemblies. A fair share of the assembly programs are on
political and social topics. V/henever an issue of extra-
ordinary importance arises in the community, effort is made
to secure spokesmen representing all points of view to present
their oases in the assembly, li'or example, at the time of the
recent maritime workers* strike in San Francisco, the student
ccicmittee invited aoi attorney for the employers and the
secretary of the workers* organization to speak to them at an
assembly. Both men accepted. Afterv/ards, most of the classes
1/ Education Policies "Commission, ''Learning the Ways o
DemiOC racy;, ^National Education Association of the.U
ItSiSgis^,^! df^We^'Mmifmof^ ^^^'^^^ ^^^^
f
nited^
Admini s trat 0 rs
,

in the school held discussions on the subject, under the
leadership of students who had made a special study of this
situation.
Assemblies Portray Art and Science in Relation
to Democracy
At the Fieldston School in New York City, two unusual
assembly programs have been presented on the theme of
"Democracy." One was the product of the art department, the
other of the science department. The aim was to show the
contribution made to democracy by art and science, respective-
ly* The science program was in the form of a drama showing
that the products of science may be employed either to enrich
life or to destroy, suid that beneficial science flourished
best in a democracy. We quote from the report ©n the art
program
:
Many students contributed their expressions in the visual
medium of the artist. Large murals were painted, illustrating
and emphasizing various problems of current life, such as slum
clearance, unemployment, war and peace. Students interested
in the stage arts designed and executed a dramatic setting
before which the speakers talked. A monumental sculpture
twelve feet high standing on an eight-foot base represented
the theme: "Art and Democracy." A large statue symbolized
both democracy and fascism, with their respective offspring,
the artist smd soldier. On either side of the statue was a
II
I
curved screen upon which pictures were projected as each
student spoke, ;
Students Plan and Work Together In Clubs, Plays ,
and Assemblies
Activities of the club type offer almost unequaled
opportunity for students to take part in planning group
activities and to assume responsibility for carrying plans
into action. Most clubs are free from cumbersome and
restrictive requirements, and their programs may develop
largely according to the wishes of their members* They are
usually small groups of students held together by a few
common interests. Their existence as clubs may depend upon
the ability of their members to build plans around common
interests suid to translate these plans into satisfactory
programs
•
Plays, assemblies, and pageamts also frequently give
boys and girls valuable training in cooperative planning and
in carrying out responsibilities. The assembly programs of .
the Central High School, Tulsa, Oklahoma, are worked out by
students and teachers together. Teachers from all departments
of the school meet with students representing the various
student interests, such as sports, music, clubs. Journalism,
and debating. They select about twenty persons to serve on
i
the executive committee. This committee is responsible for
planning the program and the methods of presentation. Debates,
I
forums, and motion pictures are among the methods which have
been used. The executive committee members then select a
smaller group to work out the details of each program. Each
assembly is carefully rehearsed by the participating students.
The presiding officer is always a senior student, and a
different student is selected to lead each assembly. Other
students are assigned other duties in connection with each
program. Thus, in the course of the year, a large number
of boys and girls hold positions of responsibility upon
which the success of the group enterprise depends.
This assembly program is preceded by a formal ritual which
has been developed by the students and teachers of the school.
It is felt at this school that the opening ritual adds dignity
and beauty to the program and symbolizes some of the democratic
values which are the ultimate aims of this activity.
One major all-school production is presented annually by
the students of this school. The faculty sponsor of this evait
is the English teacher. No other faculty member has a part in
the project. This is primarily an entertainment event, but it
involves a large amount of student initiative, planning, and
responsibility, since students not only direct and present the
program, but write the script as well.
Another type of production for which students carry large
responsibilities is the mass outdoor pageant presented annually

by the Phoenix Union High School and Junior College, phoenix,
Arizona. Students and teachers, on a basis of equality,
share the work of planning and producing this pageant, which
enlists the interests of the entire commxmity.
Methods of Distributing Finances
One of the questions asked in the letter sent out to
school administrators was: What method do you use in the
equitable distribution of extra-curricular finances? The
answers to this question varied greatly, yet they fell into
seventeen fairly well defined classifications.
Classifications according to Method . The fourteen methods
by which extra curricular finajices are administered are listed
below. The number following each method represents the number
of answers falling into this class:
1. Use of the budget system -15
2« Each activity raises and spends its own funds,— 53
3« Funds are under the absolute control of a faculty
representative, 19
4» Funds are distributed according to the needs of
activities as they arise 9
5« Each activity spends its own funds and may draw upon
the general treasury if necessary 9
6. Each activity gets a definite percentage of funds 6? Funds are handled by finance committee or activities
council--- 17
8. Moneys are raised as needed
—
' 9
9. Money made from activities that pay is used to
finance those that do not 2
10. The Athletic Council decided how money is to be spent-l
11. The Parent-Teacher Association furnished funds for
each activlty-^ 1
12. The school votes on expenditures of funds 1
15 • All moneys are deposited in a general activity fund.
Activities that do not carry themselves,
draw from this fund— 2
i1
I
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14, Keep a balance large enough to get vjiiat is
i£r, Msyer'^TDelievea that there can be no equitable distribu-
tion of funds unless all funds from all activities are placed in'
one conmion fund, which may be known as a general fund. J5'roKi tnis
general fund each activity may draw support after its pro-
portionate share has been determined by a budgeting committee.
The budget is the only means by which funds can be distribu-
ted not only in an equitable way, but also in an eff ic lent ,busi-
ness-like manner. The usefulness of the budget has been proven
|
in other fields. Governments, the family, business, and in-
dividuals are using this method in the adjusting of expenditures,
to income. They find it the only practical way to be thrifty
and at all times to be sure of their financial status. '
The schools of the country have, for the most part, failed
to handle their extra curricular funds in any such efficient
3
manner. It is to be recalled that only fifteen schools out
of a total of one hundred and seventy-five reporting in this
4
study use the budget in the distribution of funds. It is not
to be doubted, however, that much harm is done in subjecting
5
pupils to unsound methods and practices. Since the wrong
kind of education is sometimes worse than none, it probably
would be better if no funds were handled at all wherever bad
1/ Harold D, Meyer, Financing Extra-Gurr icular Act iv it ies .Chapter
11, liew York City, A. S. BS,i*n6s and C6V^V)^y, 19<;9.
^/ Op. Git., Chapter 11
^
3/ Loc. Git. I
4/ Loc. Git.
5/ Loc. Git.
i\
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metliods a.re used.
ITfie "budget system has "become increasingly necessary with,
the growth of extra-curricular activities where they are handling
larger and larger sums of money. The plan is very simple. It is
a sensible method of **making "both ends meet**; that is, adjustixig
expenditures to income. The total net income can "be estimated
from the previous year's record and items of expenditures
financed with this total as a limit. The amount of money given
to each item will depend, of course, upon its relative
importance in the "budget.
School Court
Justice At Princeton High, with pupil judges, attorneys,
bailiffs and so forth. —
Mr. Spessard gives a clear picture of the activities of
the courts
i
"The problem of just and proper punishment was difficult to
solve. There v/as no prison. Jj'ines were difficult to collect.
The court devised other types of sentences. They removed the
defendant from an activity, deprived him of special privileges,
ha.d him serve detention after school, directed the defendant to
write a theme on a subject relating to the offense, or in very
serious cases recormiended to the principal that the defendant be
suspended from school.**
••The following is a decision handed down "by the court in a
recent case involving the theft of a pocketbook containing a few
trinke tss
•*The Court decrees that you, John Doe, be recommended to Mr.
Bernard (the principal) for suspension from school for a period
of one week, beginning Liarch 3, The Court further decrees tliat
during the period of suspension you read book entitled '*01iver
'Twist**, by Charles Dickens, and that you deliver at expiration of
your suspension period to the Clerk of the Court, a written re-
port of the contents of the said book.'*
1/ Orville T. Spessard, "The School Court Glearinp; House . Vol.
18, (Feb. 1944) , P. 348.
\I
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Students^ Control of Students* Conduct
|
In some schools, conduct is controlled through group
regulation and enforcement • In South High School, Omsiha,
|
Nebraska, about 375 boys and girls in a student body of 3300
daily give a part of their time to controlling the conduct
of the students. These students- known as "committeemen" -
are responsible for orderly behavior in the halls before I
school, between classes, and during the lunch hour.^ They are
expected to see that traffic on stairs and in halls moves
j
according to rules. They remain on their posts while classes
are in session, and require hall passes from all students who
move about the halls at these times. They take stsuids at the
outside doors before school and at the end of the day, to
prevent roughness and unnecessary crowding. They are present
at the noon-hour dances, to guard against disorderly conduct,
|
and at the noon-day movies, where they watch chiefly for those
who disturb others by loud talking and boisterousness. They
regulate traffic to and from the lunchroom and supervise the
clearing of tables. They are also responsible for students*
locker assignments and for periodic locker inspection. i
This large staff of committeemen is organized under ten
captains who are appointed by the student council. The council
is a representative body elected by the various classes and
clubs* The committeemen are selected by the captains from a
1/ National Education Association and American Association of
School Administrators, "Learning the Ways of Democracy", A
Case Book in Civic Education, Educational Policies Commission,
Washington, D. C, 1940.

list of "eligible" students maintained by a student "civil
j
service commission." Students may be removed from the eligible
list for misconduct or unsatisfactory class work.
The regulations governing conduct in the various out-of-
|
class situations are made by the student council • The council
has incorporated, without change, a number of the administra- ,
tive rules of the school, for exsunple, the regulations about
j
hall passes. The principal and boys* and girls* advisers attend
the student council meeting and may take part in discussions
about regulations, although they do not vote*
When students violate the council's regulations flagrantly
or repeatedly in spite or warnings, they may be reported by
any student or teacher, although in practice nearly all the
;
reports are made by committeemen* A report is Invariably
followed by a trial before the student court, a body of four
student Judges appointed by the student council* A student
j
prosecuting attorney, appointed for the year, presents the
|
case against the accused, who is entitled to select a defend-
ing attorney if he so desires* The chief witness is usually
the committeeman who reported the violation* Teachers may
testify only when requested by the court to do so. The court
may dismiss the case for lack of evidence, or may assign
penalties ranging from a warning to taking the violator "off
schedule" for three days or \mtil he brings his parents to
school*
I
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I
Defendants have the rl^t to appeal from a decision of
the court to the student council, and from a decision of the
j
council to the principal. In two cases within the past year,
the principal has thought the students* penalties too severe
in porportion to evidence, has ruled mistrials, and sent the
cases back for rehearing. Members of the council and of the
court may be tried only by the council.
This school believes that one importsuit way in which
i students learn the obligations of deiaocratic citizenship is
by assuming resoonsibility for making regulations to govern
i
student conduct, for seeing that these regulations are
observed, and for enforcing them, if necessary, by punishing
violators. Observation indicated that the plan results in a :
school which operates in smooth and orderly fashion, without
I
apparent regimentation.
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Chapter- III
a» Procedure
b. Projects for iialf Year
c, AssemlDly Programs for ij'irst Half Year
Half Year Survey
e. Projects for Second Half Year
f. Assembly Programs for Second Half Year
g. Student Summary at 3nd of Year
5^

PR0CBDUR3
Before we thought of initiating a council in our school,
the principal and a group of interested students placed before
the entire faculty the possibility of initiating a coimcil Ui
our school. The teachers were anxious to assist the students
in securing information on the activities of the council, Tnat
year, which was before we initiated the council, the facultj^
and student committee selected a teacher to go to college and
pursue a course in "P^xtra-Gurricular iictivities in the Secondary
School^ That teacher, the author, studied at Boston University,
and returned to the school the next term with sufficient in-
j
formation to serve as in-service instructor to the faculty and
student committee,
Vi/e collected constitutions and handbooks of other schools,
and pertinent literature in the form of bulletins, books, aiia
magazine articles, and made a serious study of them.
Several Assembly periods and three enrichment periods were
given to the committee for discussion with the entire student
body. When to felt that we had enough knowledge to proceed
with the organization of the council, the chairman called a
meeting of the student body and made plans for tne election of
officers
•
The students conducted the election campaign, which was
the most interesting in the history of the school. Sunday
1i
I
I
I
I
I
afternoon following the election, the parents and patrons,
and the entire student body attended the installation ser-
vices •
The oath was administered by Principal Murray,
As soon as the officers were properly installed, the
council began iinmedlately to map out its work for the first
semester. Student enthusiasm and interest were very high,
and evidenced a new way of life based on the democracy that
is the foundation of our iimerican way of life»

CONSTITUTION
Preajnble
¥e , the members of the Excelsior high School, in order oo
foster a spirit of cooperation amongst the students and
faculty, coordinate and regulate student activities, maintain
a high standard for the school hy upholding high standards of
personal conduct, promote and encourage activities for the best
interests of the school, and develop good citizens through
experience in government, do hereby-- establish this constitution
for the student council of the Excelsior high School,
Article 1
Organization
!• There shall be a student government whose membership
shall consist of the entire student body of the Senior and
Junior high schools.
id. There shall be a student council -which will act as tne
legislative branch of this government consisting of the four
executive officers and one representative from each home room;
with the exception that home rooins containing twenty-five
students plus a major fraction thereof, shall have two
representatives. Any room that has an executive officer will
have its own representative as well.

3. There shall be a faculty advisor nominated "by the
student council and voted upon by the entire student "body,
who shall remain advisor for as long as he or she desires to
serve in that capacity,
4. The term of office for all representatives and officers
:i
1
of the student council shall be one year. Any representative
i
may be recalled by a majority vote of his home-room members or
at the demand of the faculty advisor, after, which the home room'
shall immediately elect a successor. Any representative who
fails in scholastic standing for any one marking period will
have to appear before the faculty advisor or princirjal for
explanation and may be recalled.
5. The executive officers of the council shall be:
president, vice president, secretary, financial secretary, and ;
reporter.
6. In lilay of each year the entire student body will vote
for the executive officers who will hold office beginning the
following September. Any student desirous of being a nominee
for an executive office must submit a petition signed by
twenty-five students to the council faculty advisor the last
week in Jiay. These nominees will be voted upon the first week
in June b^'- preferential ballot.
|
7. Any student who is desirous of being nominee for
representative from his home room mtist submit a petition signed

"by ten members of his home room to the student-council faculty
advisor, These nominees will Toe voted upon the third week in
September, and the student who receives the highest number of
votes by a preferential ballot will be elected. The student
council will hold its first meeting the fourth week in Septemoer.
8» Should a representative be absent the day the council
j
meets, the home room teacher will appoint a substitute to attend,
the meeting.
Art ic le II
Duties of Officers
1. The president shall preside at student -council meetings,
shall perform such duties as usually devolve upon presidents of i
similar organizations unless otherwise ordered by the constitu-
tion, shall appoint the necessary committees with the advice
and consent of the council, and shall call special meetings when
deemed necessary. He shall be responsible to see that the
covmcil gets under way promptly in September.
2. The vice president shall assume the duties of the
president in case of his absence or disability.
3. The secretary shall keep a record of all meetings of
the council and provide a copy of the minutes for each
representative for discussion in the home rooms and copies for
members of the administration, shall carry on the correspondence
of the student council, and shall keep a record of attendance
at council meetings.
i

4. I'he treasurer shall collect the student-council taxes
from the hoine room treasurers, shall deposit all money in the
I
central office, shall keep a record of the expenditures and
receipts, and shall make a report of the finances at each meet-
ing of the council, *
Article III
Meetings
1. The council shall meet once a week at a time and place
agreed upon by the council and approved and regularly scheduled
"by the administration.
S'pecia.! meetings may Toe called "by the president if
approved by the administration.
3. All members of the administration and faculty are
welcome to attend council meetings.
Article IV
Taxes
1. Like all governnents, the student council shall be
maintained by taxes from the student body.
<i. The council will submit a budget of proposed expen-
ditures for the following year and the entire student body will
vote on it before the close of the school year. Jj'rom the
budget a tax rate will be levied which will go into effect in
September,
3. The usual subsidy from the Board of iilducation will pay
the expenses of the Honorary Society.

Article V
Powers
!• The student council shall make regulations "by a vote
of two -thirds of those present at the council meeting. A
quorujii for transaction of business shall consist of two-thirds
of council members.
Article VI
Veto
1. These proposals ti.iall then be put in regulation:
a. If these proposals do npt meet the approval of the
student body, after going into effect, they may then be vetoed
by a two-thirds vote of the entire student body, A petition
presented by t7/enty-f ive students to the council will bring the
proposal to the vote of the students.
b. Any regulation passed by the council concerning the
Junior or Senior school may be vetoed by the supervising i)rin-
cipal Yiith the option of making a counter proposal or giving a
satisfactory'- explanation before the council.
Article VII
Petitions
1. request for the consideration of any problem, concern-
ing student government by one student or a group of students
may be presented to the council through their home-room
representa,tive. It shall be the duty of the representative to
present it before the council.
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id, A petition "by a member of the faculty or administration
will "be considered in ei titer of the following wayst
a. Presenting it to a council member who will in turn
present it to the council,
"b. Appearing before the council and presenting it person-
ally. '
Article VIII
AmendJiients
1, A petition for an amendment to the constitution may be
presented to the student council after liaving been signed by
one~third of the student body of the school» or in the event
that the proposed amendment concerns the entire student body,
the si^jnatures of one third of the pupils of both departments
shall be necessary for a consideration of the amendment
•
Article IX
Committees
1, The student council shall establish committees to per- '
form certain functions necessary to school government. The
nature and puppose of these committees shall be held responsible
to the council and the committees shall be decided by the coun-
cil. The chairman, vrhenever possible, shall be a member of tue
|
council, and the faculty advisor shall be appointed \3j the i
council.

student Council Activities
First Semester
1. Assist Literary Society witli i'tssembly Programs
2» Sponsor Annual Tea (Excelsior High Scliool)
3. Christinas Pageant
4. Student iithletics
5. Student Patrol
6. Senior Year Book
The next eleven pages conta>in some of the assembly program,s
presented by the student council. All of them, were well
advertised and attended by patrons and friends.
t1
September 30, 1946
|. Student Council Assembly
i
I. Group singing
a, "Marcliing Along Together"
b. "I*m Alv/ays Phasing rlainbows'*
II* Talk - Thorns Papino, president of Student Council
a. Purpose of Assembly
1, Present Student Council officers
2, Review Constitution of student organ iza.t ion
3, Outline the work of tb.e council
b. Appreciation to students on being elected preside
of organization
c. Expression of loyalty in carrying on school
axitivities under jurisdiction of council
III, Introduction of Officers and class representatives-
Christine Davis, Secretary
IV. Sumiiiary of year's work to date - Thomas Holley, vice-
president,
a. Plans for student projects
b. Senior Year Book
c. Approval of date for Annual Tea
V. Invitation to students and fa,culty to consider them-
selves members of student organization and request fo
their v/holehearted cooperation - Thomas Papino,
President
VI, Group singing
a, •'How Do You Do Student Council'*
b, "Star Spangled Banner'*
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Annual Tea
October 11, 1946
For the past five years we have conducted our Annual Tea
on a Sunde.y afternoon. This year, we decided that there were
a few more things that could he done to make the Tea inter-
esting if it could he held during the week, ¥ith this in"
1
mind, we followed lirs, MacDonald*s outline for a school Tea,
1, Purpose:
Orientation of pupils who have come from two
junior high schools in the county.
ii, Hostessest
Girls of the eleventh and tv/elfth years, "'//here
groups ¥/ere too large, we divided each year into
£Ls many sections as seemed advisable to realize
the aim.
3, Sponsors;
Grirls * Athletic Gluh and Home Economics Gluh -
under the supervision of the faculty sponsors.
4, Time and Place:
Second Friday evening of the school term. Assembly'
Hall
Part 1
Introduction
1, Girls of various classes were designated by
different colored cards (Class colors if
rotating system is used). Each girl v/rote
her name on the card and wore it.
1/ Ilargaret Anne IiSacDonald , The Glass Organization and
and Activities, pp, 79-80, liev; York City, A, S, Barnes and
Company, 1931,

a, Greneral greetings were made to new girls
from representative girls of eleventh and
twelfth years and from advisers of those
classes,
3, Individual greetings "by having hostesses pass
line of guests shaking hands v/ith each one,
exchanging names and e.ddressing- some question
which can he ansv^rered easily.
Part II.
Group games and refreshments. Each year countea
off into three groups. Sach group played games such
as Going to Jerusalem, Three Deep, relays, or any game
understood by most of the students.
As one division finished the game, it went to an
adjoining room or corner of the same room for tea.
(punch and v/afers or cookies).
Part III.
Dancing to saxaphone and pie.no.

October 21, 1947
School Clubs Program
Presiding: President of the Student Council —~- ihoraas Papino
Devotional Exercises: President of the Senior Class
Thomas Holley
Talks The Purpose of Our School Clubs Program —- Chairman
of Clubs - Constance Singleton
Talk: Y/hy Do We Have Clubs in Our School —> Principal Iiiiurray
Heading Fames of the Clubs for the Term -— Thomas Papino
Club Demonstrations: (five minutes each):
Sponsor
Thespian Dramatic Club — Miss Alice A. T.Smith
Personal Culture Club Airs. Inez Lfills
Athletic Club (boys) Iiir. Malcolm Jones
Arts and Crafts — Miss Jessie Adger
Home Economics Club ——— ¥rs . Eldoris DeLarge
Choral Speaking Club i^s. Rosalie Gordon
Glee Club Mrs. R. B. Morgan
and
Mrs. Marie Simpo
Dramatic Club —— Mrs. L. L. Calhoun
Library Club — Mrs. K. T. McDonald
Physical Education Club
(Girls) I^s. Mldred Larkins
History Club Mrs. K. McCall
Student Council- Mrs. Rosalie Gordon
Professor Richard J. Murray,
Princ ipal
!i
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October '^Q, 1947
Student Council
Presents
"PAGING JOm BROW*
A Comedy in One Act
by
Lindsey Barbee
Characters: (Seven boys and ten girls)*
Time - An October day.
Place - Hall of the Student Union Building.
Time of Playing - A.pproximately forty minutes.
Costumes: All the college girls are in pretty sports
suits and wear appropriate and matching hats.
Annette is more formal in appearance. Jiiiss
Morris wears tailored suit, hat and furs. Gloria
is more spectacular in her stylish govm, coat
and furs, with, conspicuous corsage and large
hat. Cecily wears a plain but distinctive gown
under her trim tailored coat and fur piece, wxth
a small and stylish hat. Dora is in a maid's
uniform — black dress, sheer white apron, cap,
cuffs and colla.r.
The college boys are in suits appropriate to the
campus — sv/eaters and, of course, no hats.
Korman and John II wear business suits and hats,
John II with a pink carnation in his lapel. John
I is in plain suit and hat.
As the Curtain Rises s Lynn is back of table as A'^orman,
several years out of college, enters
from open door and makes his way to
the table. Dovm center. Lisle is
ta.lking with lliss IvTorris
,
evidently
an alumna of more than several years
back — austere, well-tailored and
self-sufficient.
i]
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2/
The Play — "Paging John Brown**
1/ Lindsey Barbee , Paging John Br own ^ Minneapolis,
Minnesota, ^dOO Park Avenue, liorthweatern Press, 1940,

jSTovemlDer
^erican Education V/eek
Guests were the members of the Jj'lorida Normal and
Industrial Institute faculty, one representative from
the State School for the Deaf and Blind, and the
principal of the high school.
1. Group singing vjhile guests, each escorted by a student,
entered auditorium and were seated on the rostrum.
a. Purpose of assembly—Thomas Papino, president of student
council
a. Presentation of Prin. Richard J, Lturray who spoke ont
'*Histoiy of National Education Week**
3» Introduction of Rev. J. Simpson ¥/ho spoke on the subject;
"Education and The Post War V/orld"
4. Introduction of Itlrs. D. B, Sanders, President of the
Parent -Teachers Association, Ydiose subject v/ass "The Higii
' School Student Looks to the Future"
5. Introduction of ITrs. James G. Reddick, supervisor of
Elementary schools, who spoke on» *'"yVhat the Community
Expects of its lligh School Students"
6. Expression of appreciation by Thomas Papino
7. Closing
a. Salute to flag
b, "America**

Deceraber <dO, 1946
CHRISTITAS PivGEANT
Presented "by Tlie Student Council
"The Adoration*"
A Pageant -Play of the Nativity
by
Frederick A, Y/ilmot
SCEIIE
Prologue: Fazareth Chamber.
Scene Is i'ields near Bethlehem.
Scene II: Courtyard of Inn at Bethlehem
Scene III: Shepherd *s Lookout*
Scene IVs Courtyard of Inn at Bethlehem* '
Scene V: The Adoration.
Change of scene is made by shifting lights to
various parts of the setting.
Y/ilmot, ii'rederick a., "The Adoration,'* Walter H. Baker
Company, Boston, 193

THE ADORATION
Organ Prelude: Chorus
Prologue: Nazareth Chamber
Annunciation - Gabriel to Mary
Music - ••Magnificat"
Scene 1: Fields near Bethlehem
Herald
Music - "Holy Night"
Shepherds - David, Reuel, Jethro
Caravan - Eliphaz and Others
Scene 11: Courtyard of Inn at Bethlehem
Music - "0 Little Town of Bethlehem"
The Inn r Eliphaz, Tobias (innkeeper), Joseph, boy
Scene 111: Shepherd* s Lookout
Music - "It Came Upon the Midnight Clear"
Angelas Message - Angels, David, Reuel, Jethro
Music - "G-lory to God in the Highest"
Scene IV: Courtyard of Inn at Bethlehem
Music - "Away In a Meinger"
The Search - Captain, soldiers, Tobias, lodgers
Scene V: The Adoration
Music - "Calm on the Listening Ear of Night"
The arotto - Angels, Mary, and Child, Joseph
Music - "Hark the Herald Angels Sing"
Presentation by Shepherds
Music - "Lullaby by Mary"
Approach of the Magi - Caspar, Melchior, Baltbasar
Music - "We Three Kings of Orient Are"
Presentation by the Magi
Music - "0 Come All Ye Faithful"
Herald
Recessional - "Adeste Fideles"
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Music
Pastorale from '*The Messiah, "Handel; or, "Where Wild Judaea
Stretches Far," Stoughton.
Trio, "Drop Down Ye Heavens" (Ditson 12550), C. F. Manney; or,
"The Great Day," Martin-
"Magnificat," Simper • Or any standard Magnificat.
"Shepherds in Field," (1 verse), or "Holy Night," (Iverse).
A wierd oriental march to suggest ceaseless padding of camels,
such as in the Egyptian Suite. Or, "Three Holy Women at
the sepulchre, "G-ounod's "Redemption."
"O Little Town of Bethlehem" (1 verse), Ballou.
"There Were Shepherds" - Recitative and short aria from
"The Messiah."
"Adoration" (Nevin, No. 7); or, "Gloria in Excelsis in D", Buck.
"Away in a Manger" (old tune).
March suggestive of Rome's power, such as "Marche Funebre,"
Tschaikovsky.
"It Came Upon the Midnight Clear"
"Where Shall We Find the Heavenly Babe," to tune of "While
Shepherds Watched Their Flocks."
"Sleep Heavenly Dove," from "Six Old Carols" (Octavo No. 13,691).
Or, soprano solo from "Adoration," Nevin.
"We Three Kings of Orient Are."
"Adeste Fideles": "O Come All Ye Faithful."
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PROLOGUE
Organ Prelude: Pastorale from "The Messiah," or "Where Wild
Judaea Stretches Far," Stoughton.
All Lights off.
Music: Trio- "Drop Down Ye Heavens," or "The G-reat Day," Martin.
Lights: As singing ends, niche at left rear is lighted,
revealing Nazareth Chamber, with low couch, cloth screen at
head, night lamp, lily stalk. Blue light streams in the
window at back; amber light shines on Mary's face as if from
night lamp.
Music: Trumpet blast.
MARY
(Sitting up and gazing aiiead as if still asleep.) Josephl
art thou near? (White light increases, G-abriel enters niche,
16ft) What light is this?
GABRIEL
Hail, Mary - thou vfho art highly favored - the Lord is with
thee. Blessed art thou among women
I
MARY
Be still, my heart. ... Art thou ? (Pause.)
GABRIEL
Fear not, Mary, for thou hast found favor with God. Behold,
thou Shalt bring forth a son, and shalt call his name Jesus.
MARY
Is this the wondrous hope cherished down the years by every
maiden of our race? • • . How shall this be?
GABRIEL
The power of the Highest doth overshadow thee. The holy one
to be bom shall be called the Son of Godl
c1 .
•
1
•
1
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PROLOGUE
(White light fades as G-ahriel withdraws.)
MARY
How can this thing be I • • • I sleep I • • • How else
should this divine hope slip so calmly into my heart? . . .
Oh, heavenly child to be, it is as though thou didst float to
me upon a ray of light. My soul doth magnify the Lord, and my
spirit hath rejoiced in G-od, my Savior ... My childl
Henceforth all generations shall call thee blessed*.
(Music: "Magnificat," Simper or Farebrother.
Lights: Just before end of "Magnificat,"
Nazareth Chamber lights off.)
SCENE 1
Enter Herald, in whit spotlight.
HERALD
"0 blessed day, to us amid this war of life.
To hall and hovel, comel to all who toil
In senate, shop and study I and to those
Ill-warned and sorely tempted -
Come to them, blest and blessing, Christmas Day
I
Tell them once more the tale of Bethlehem,
The kneeling shepherds, and the Babe Divine;
And keep them men indeed, fair Christmas Day."
Kingsley.
Music:
THE ADORATION

Half Year Survey
When the student council met at the end of the half
year, the students were given a chance to offer suggestions
on the projects that were sponsored by the council. Each
pupil was given a simple form on which to express his opinion.
These proved valuable in helping the council to make plans fa?
the second half year*
Some students thougjit that the period allowed for
council meetings was too short, auid selected a committee to
meet with the faculty and arrange to add twenty minutes to
the time already allotted the council when the new schedule
was made. This was accomplished, and the additional time
proved very valuable.
Letters were read from some of the poor families in the
community who received baskets at Thanksgiving and Christmas.
Forty baskets containing a balanced meal went out on each
occasion. The Home Economics Club planned the meals sind
supervised the purchasing.
Some students reported on the order in the halls and
lunch room. The students and faculty were pleased with the
improvement since the organization of the student patrol.
Several students were added to the group and delegated to
serve only during enrichment periods.
The president of the council spoke at length on the
importance of thrift, and urged the students to save in the

bank of the school. As a result, several students received
prizes for having large sums of money in the bank at the end of
the term, Mrs, McDonald, the sponsor of the bank, reported
having collected over three thousand dollars this term»

Questions for the Half Year Survey
!• Which project did you enjoy working with most?
2* Which project did you consider most educational?
3» Which project brought you inspiration?
4« List values of projects to student body.
5» List values of projects to participants?
6» List your suggestions for improving our student
coun cil
•
7« List suggestions for additional student activities*
At the end of the half-year, two assembly periods
were used to give this list of questions to the entire
j
student body. The answers will be found on the next
page.

ment
iiduca- Inspira-
t ion
Total
50 75 151
63 40 70 173
Annual Tea ii5 47 30 lo;i
Student Athletics Vdb 50 70 <!45
ijariQ^ue t to l^sids 40 45 70
student Patrol 35 10 dB 73
Senior Year Book 7 iiO Id 39
Declamat i on
Contest 50 id 31 li:3
SportsmansJiip
Board 5 10 17
Student Uouncil
Danoe 75 75
Building
Insijection 5 7 10 d^
Campus
Beautif ication dO 10 18 48
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VALUES TO STUDENTS VALUES TO PARTICIPAHTS
Greater Apprecia-
tion of student
leadership.
. . » .47
Educational,
. , .80
Entertainment, .63
Recognize ovir
advantages 33
Learn what
school acti-
vities are, and
how to parti-
c ipate ,td5
Recognize need for
training in others,
and learn to im-
prove 'by seeing
faults of others HO
Broadening lb
Gaining new
knowle dge 31
Better xinder-
standing of place
of Athletics in
school .45
Better apprecia-
tion of faculty
members dO
Learn to 'become a
better citizen.. a5
Opportunity to see
what can be done
with talent 7
Have greater
appreciation for
assembly > .15
Develop leadership
ability ,,,,,, ,'d5
Learn the meaning of
responsibilities.
.
,dO
Experience in
organizing. 10
Develop confidence
in self. . /. no
Dramatic Training. .35
Greater Interest in
atliletics 70
Learn how prepare for
large entertainments
........15
Learn how to get
fellow-students to
cooperate .1^
School spirit. .... .18
Interest in planting
flowers.. 7
Community Conssious. . 8
Develop better
expression ,d5
Student
participation •
Experience in conduot-
a meeting 9
Feel no more fear when
appearing before crowd.
SUGGESTIONS FOR
IMPROVEMENT OF
COUNCIL
Longer Period for
Council meetings. 25
More Assembly
PrograiiTs HO
Adopt definite
time for dis-
missal of
council meetings,.
5
Appoint student
secretary to
P. T. A 10
Appoint council
committee to work
with Athletic
Pep Club 19
Better planning..
More Community
Activity 10
3UGGE3TI0iTS FOR
AUDITIONAL PROJECTS
Publish, a Handbook
for Excelsior. . . . 100
Budget and Control
School finances. . .10
Take over publication
of school paper. ...15
Send two delegates
to Student Council
Conference in Spring
<!5
Consider the work
of the School Court
under Student Council
^^
Sponsor Junior Senior
Debate ..^ dl
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Student Council Activities
Second Semester A
1* Assembly Programs
\
(Assist Literary Society)
2* Stiodent Patrol \
Sportsmanship Board (Basketball Court)
1. Building Inspection i
\
5. Campus Beautification
6. Bfiuiquet to Dads
7. Student Athletic Association
8* Senior Year Book
\
9. Student Council Dance
:
<
1
k
1
i

How You Can Make Assembly ProKreims G-ood^
A good assembly program, like a good bicycle, sled, or
hat, is one that meets certain stauidards or is built around
certain logical principles* Suppose vre examine a fevr of the
principles upon which a good program must be based.
1» Every assembly program should have a worthy purpose.
2. Make the program interesting and vital to the group
to which it is presented.
3. Strive for variety in your prograjns.
A. Plan each program cstrefully.
5. Your programs should reflect the entire school.
6. Draw on clubs, home rooms, and classes for programs.
7» Have your program well timed.
8. Be sure that all properties are ready and all
performers are backstage well before the program.
9. Teach your audience to be courteous.
10, Exchange programs with other schools.
11. Organize an assembly committee.
We tried to practice each of these principles in present-
ing our assembly programs, and we found that students became
interested and anxious to make each performance a little
better than the preceding one.
Some of the assembly programs presented during the
second half-year are found on the next few pages. :
1/ Virginia Bailard and Harry C. McKown, So You Vere Elected I
McG-raw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 19^»

March 31 » 194?
Student Council Day
Student Council officers were In full claarge of the
school from the principal to the janitor* The regular
faculty was present but took no part in the day's work.
Preparation was male some ten days in advance by a
selection of the faculty for the day. Each teacher submitted
a first, second, and third choice for each of his classes.
A faculty committee made up from these lists a senior faculty
for the day, using in so far as possible, every member of the
senior high school student officers in some capacity.
Experience suggest that it is better to use for instructors
only the officers who have made a certain satisfactory record
in the subjects they are to teach.
The purpose of the day was:
1. To bring about the best possible feeling of
understanding, confidence, and mutual respect
between pupils and faculty.
2. To give the pupils a big concrete lesson in
cooperative citizenship.
The results were gratifying. The day was one of the
most orderly of the year. Work was well prepared and the
behavior of the classes was carried on with excellent form.
II
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April 28, 1947
An Exercise in How To Conduct A Meeting
Professors Ballard suid McKown have written a very good
outline for a supposed meeting^!
In order to review the matters that we have taken up
thus far, let us look at the script for a supposed meeting
of the Union High School.
Chairman:
Secretary:
Chairman:
Treasurer:
Bob Wright:
Chairman:
Will the meeting please come to order? The
secretary will read the minutes of the last
meeting.
^
Mr. Chairmsui. (The secretary proceeds to
read the minutes of the last meeting.
)
Are there any corrections or additions to !
the minutes as read? (No reply.) The chaii^
hears none. The minutes stand approved as
read. The treasurer will make his semi-
annual report.
,
Mr. Chairman. (The treasurer makes his
report. If this report is for a consider-
able period, it is usually officially
accepted by a vote of the group.
)
Mr. Chairman. (Bob Wright as chairmsm of
the Student Affairs Committee makes his
report. If it is desired, such a report
may be discussed. Often the report is
disposed of, either by the chairman or by
the group.
)
Is there any unfinished business? (There
is none.) Is there any new business?
|
John Wellman: Mr. Chairman.
Chairman: Yes (nods), John Wellman. (If the person
is not known, the chairman asks his name.)
1/ Virginia Bailard and Harry C. McKown, "So You Were Electedl"
New York, McG-raw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1946, p. 29-33»
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John Wellman:
Eleanor Dean:
Mary Stratton;
Joe Mathev/s:
Chairman:
Chairman:
Members
:
Chairman:
Jane penner:
Chairman:
Jane Penner:
Chairman:
I move that Union Hiah School contribute
$25 to the Red Cross,
I second the motion.
(The chairman states the motion to make
it as clear, correct, and as concise as
possible v/ithin the intent of the person
making the motion.) The motion before
the meeting is open for discussion.
(Notice that a discussion is not in order
until after the seconding and after the
chairman states the motion.)
Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman.
Mary Stratton. (The chairman recognizes
the first person to address the chair from
the floor. Joe Mathews should be heard
next, if he still desires to speak. In
case of a tie, the chairman decides by
recognizing one person. The motion is
discussed until all sides have been fairly
heard. A good chairman helps summarize,
clears confusion, and presents the question
fairly without giving any personal opinion
of his own. He is a leader, not a dictator.)
Are you ready for the question?
Question'. Question I (There may be no
general response, but if no more speakers
rise, the chairman terminates the
discussion.) >
The question is on the motion to contribute
§25 to the Red Cross. Do you wish to have
the question read?
Mr. Chairman. 1
Jane Penner.
I
What is the question?
The secretary will read the motion. (He does.)

Chairman; All those in favor of the raotion, please
signify by saying "aye" (or raising hands,
or rising, or by ballot). Those opposed?.
The motion is carried. (If it is diffi- !
cult to tell which the result is, the
chairman may say, "The chair is in doubt.
Will those in favor please rise or raise
their hands? Those opposed?" The
secretary may be called upon. to count the
vote.) Is there any other business?
(There is none.
)
Chairman: Is there a motion to adjourn?
Frank Thomas: I move that we adjourn.
Several Voices: Second the motion.
Chairman: The motion to adjourn has been made and
seconded. All those in favor? Opposed?
(No matter how overwhelming the affirma-
tive may be, both the affirmative and
negative vote should always be called for
and the decision announced.) The ayes
have it ajid the meeting is adjourned.
May 5, 1947
G-uidance Program
At the assembly time, a movie showing activities at the
Florida Agricultural and Mechanical College proved very
interesting to the student body, and especially to those who
were considering the college as a possible choice after
higji school.
Im
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Declamation Contest
Excelsior High School
j
May 16, 1947 1
Song School -National Hymn
Lord ' s Prayer ( Chant )
Remarks- Thomas Papino
Selection Excelsior G-lee Club
Declamation— '*A House Divided"
By John Roberts Alice Tunsil
Declajnation— "A Child Shall Lead Them"
By Robert Bragstad--Freddie Miller
Piano Solo Spencer Hammond
Declamation— "Died at Twenty: Buried at Seventy"
By James A. Rahl Lottie Anne ¥ilson
Declamation— "Indian Summer"
By Maida Rottberg Edna Hayes
Selection ^J^isses Myrtis Allen, Jessie Wilson,
Dorothy Hazel, Myrtis Hall, Ethel Hazel,
and Marileen Eubanks
Declamation— "It Might Happen to You"
By Hershell Abbott--Thelma Washington
Declamation— "Three Jewels"
By Russell Prentice-Bette Granger
Selection —Excelsior G-lee Club
Declamation— "The Americsui Citizen"
By G-ene McDonnellr--G-eraldine G-reen
Declamation—"The Tragedy of Ninety-Eight Cents"
By Jack Turner —Daniel Smothers
Solo Mable Wilson
Declamation—"They Tip Their Hats"
By Norma G-race Copo-Constance Singleton
Selection -School "God Bless America"
Remarks Principal Murray
Report of Judges
Awarding of Prizes
c
I
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Ten Commandments of a G-ood Sport
! Thou Shalt not quit.
2. Thou Shalt not alibi.
3» Thou Shalt not gloat over winnings.
4. Thou Shalt not be a poor loser*
5» Thou Shalt not take unfair advemtage.
6. Thou Shalt not ask odds thou art unwilling to give.
7» Thou Shalt always be willing to give thine opponent the
shade.
8. Thou Shalt not underestimate thyself.
9» Remember that the game is the thing, and that he who
thinketh otherwise is not a true sportsman.
10. Honor the game thou playest, for he who playeth the game
straight and hard wins even though he loses.
These ten commandments of a good sport, taken from Dr«
Dunsmoor's list, have been studied by the council, and a
committee has been appointed to prepare a board during vaca-
tion and place the commandments on the basketball court.

istudent Summary at End of Year
At the end of the term another survey was conducted in
order to check on the extent of psirticlpatlon throughout the
school* i
After the council became am Important factor in the
life of the school, sixty per cent of the students had '
contributed to the planning smd^ execution of the various
projects* At the end of the year, this number had increased
greatly. A check showed that eighty- five per cent had
^
participated in from one to ten projects* Only fifteen per
cent of the entire student body had failed to catch the spirit
of participation*
|
It was particularly interesting to find over hsilf of the
senior boys anxious to lead, and capable of holding offices
of leadership in the council* The other classes furnished an
average number of pupils who accepted responsibility and
developed during this first year as well as could be expected*
Each assembly program became a little better than the
preceding one* Students were urged to speak distinctly, I
enunciate and pronounce correctly, study and practice various
methods of improving delivery and general stage decorum*
,
The girls were excellent leaders and followers. They
were active in planning the assembly programs, helping to plan
and perfect the year book, supervising better care of the
^ buildings and grounds, seeing that students respected the

student patrol, and In general doing what they thought
reflected credit on the work of the council.
Students were pleased to see the improvement in the
appearance of the canpus» They planted many different
varieties of flowers that were blooming in the spring adding
much to the general appearance of the buildings and grounds.
We have an Athletic Association that is sponsored by the
patrons of the school. Students, both boys sind girls, worked
faithfully with the association, trying to learn all they
could about making a budget that would be approved by the
student council. The coimcil did not attempt this first year
to handle all the finances in a general fund. This point is
under consideration for another year, since we were so success**
ful this year with all our projects.
The students were given an opportunity to express
their ideas as to the value of these types of student activities.
The chart on the next page shows their reactions.
They were eager to become a part of some activity. When
they did not posses talent for appearing on assembly programs,
j
the committee tried to find out what activity interested them
!
most, and gave them sji opportunity to do what they liked to do.
Before the close of school, almost every student was responsible
for some particular phase of school life. With each of them
|
i
working hard to make Excelsior a better place in which to live^
we can certainly be proud of this first effort of our student
council.
See Summary on next page.
i<
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Summary by Classes of Student Council Participation
Number of Projects
in which students
participated
0 12
Freshman 30% 23% 20% 12% 5% 3% 3% 1% 1%
Sophomore 22% 20% 17% U% 11% k% 3%
Junior
Senior 1^
3b%
38%
21%
19%
19%
15% 10%
5%
6% h%
2%
3%
2%
2% 1% 1^

Chapter IV
Evaluatl on of Points in Procedure
a» Record of Candidates for Student
Council Officers
b. The School Assembly Checklist
c» Evaluation

Record and Checklist
The faculty committee on evaluation, and members of the
council used the forms on the next two pages to help
supply necessary information about officers of the
council, and assembly program.

Record of Candidates for Student Council Officers
Most schools select some type of record-^ that can give
information about the persons who are elected to the various
offices.
Information Blank for the Use of the Nominating Committee
Name of Candidate
Teacher
Section Dat e
1. Does he or she attend school regularly and punctually?
2. What is his or her conduct record?
3« Is he or she repeating any subject?
4, If so, what?
5. What service has he or she rendered to Excelsior High
School?
6» What executive ability has he or she?
1/ M. A. Sheehan, Extra-Gurricular Activities In A Junior
High School
, Boston, Richard G« Badger, Publisher, The
aorham Press, 1927
•

The School Assembly Checklist
( ) 1. School assembly programs are in a large part given
.
- by pupil organizations with pupils presiding.
( ) 2. Assembly programs are planned so as to secure
participation and contributions of many, not simply
of the few.
( ) 3» Assenibly programs have definite entertainment,
instructional, cultural, and inspirational values.
( ) 4. Assonbly programs are free from coarse and objection-
able elements.
( ) 5» Assembly programs are characterized by a variety of
presentations such as music, speaking, dramatization,
demonstration, and exhibits.
( ) 6. Assembly programs stimulate the creative ability of
pupils by encouraging them to write and produce plays
or other performances, design scenery and costxMes,
devise unusual exhibitions, and entertainments.
( ) ?• Correct Audience habits are developed - no late comers
or early leavers, reasonable applause, coiirteous
attention to performers, no disturbances.
( ) 8.
j
( ) 9.
I
i
Number of Assemblies per year
|
Length of Assembly period
i
1/ Kenneth Ells, "The School Assembly Checklist", Nations
Schools , Vol. 23, p» 29 (Jan. - June - 1939).
I
I
Evaluation of Points in Procedure
The students of Excelsior High School are aware of the
principles and ideals, interests and attitudes set forth by
the student council. They know what has been accomplished,
and the extent of the Influence of the council on student
life. There are definite suggestions for improvement growing
out of each effort fostered. Some of them are suggestions
for improvement based on procedures that have worked out
well; others are based on points that will be Improved as the
council continues to grow.
Studies conducted from time to time have helped greatly
in keeping the students well-informed of problems and
responsibilities facing other student groups.
The student committee on evaluation considered our
objectives and tried to decide to what extent these objectives
had been realized. The idea of student participation was not
entirely new, but the opportunities for learning, developing
confidence, self-assurance, leadership, and cooperation, were
numerous
•
The seniors and juniors were apt to assume more responsi-
bility for the various activities than the sophomores and
freshmen, but as I have stated earlier in this paper, there
was always something that the most inexperienced and timid
pupil could do.

The attitude of the faculty was responsible in a great
measure for the success of the council* Their assistance
helped to develop ability in students rather than dictatorship.
One of the things to be worked out is the matter of finance.
The council had not had enough experience in drafting a budget,
and planning for the entire school, so the Parent-Teacher
Association continued to control the general fund. The council
raised money and sponsored the projects that I have mentioned;
j
assisted the Parent-Teacher Association smd the Athletic
i
Association in the general planning for the school*
[
Many authorities consider it unsafe to try to do too
much the first year* Perhaps as the council grows, it will
be able to assume more responsibilities.
i
In the two surveys made at mid-term and at the end, it
was interesting to get the students' criticisms and suggestions
for improvement. These suggestions proved valuable to the
council in making plans for the second half year. I
The faculty committee and student committee, evaluated
the work of the council at the end of the term. The coxincil
issued rating sheets to be filled out by the students and
turned over to the committee. It was gratifying to check
the results, and realize how much the council means. The
idea of student participation has become thoroughly woven
into every fibre of the school. !
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ing Asserably Presentations
(iTiis list does not include text book material already
suggested and summarized.)
Assembly
1. "Auditorium Programs" Wilson Library Bulletin, XVII
(October, 194:^) pp. 132-133.
Id, "Secondary School Assembly", M. Eldridge, isiducation XXXVT,
(October, 1935) pp. 93-96.
3. "Creative School Assemblies Progrstins" R. A, Pertii,
Instructor, LII (May, 1943] p. 13.
4. "Education is not Book Learning Only," 11. Parkas, I^innesota,
Journal of Sducation, XXII (November^ 1941) p. 102.
. 5. "Programs for High School Assemblies," Abell and Anderson,
ITorthY/estern Publishing Oompany.
6. "Q,ue3tions for Assembly Committee," B. Dixon, School Arts
Magazine, XIII (April, 1942) p. 293-294.
7. "School Boards Should Pay for Professional Assembly
Programs," R. E. Ramsay, School iVctivities XIII (jj'ebruary,
1942) pp. 221-222.
8. "Our Asseiablles - by the Pupils and for the Pupils," H. T.
Cox, GlearinK- Jiouse« XIII (J'ebruary, 1939) pp. 365-366.
9. "^Spirited School Assemblies" L. B. Jacobs. J^ations* Schools .
XXIII (January, 1939) p. 28.
English
10* "English Teacher and Assembly Programs," A. L. Lintz,
English Journal. XXIX (October, 1940) p. 648-651.
11. Guidance and Character Building
"Activities that are Planned to Educate for Character,"
School Review, XIVII (September, 1939) pp. 490-491.
12. "As a Child Thinks" National Tilducation Association Journal,
XXXII (iTovember, 1943) p. 236.
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Appendix 1
Smith, Enid S., "Sciiool Review", Vol. 48, Pages 108-118,
Ji'eb. 1940.
j
Ratings Given Presidents
'by Three Haters ^
1, Self-Control (is master of self, is well balanced)
<i. Judgment (has common sense)
3. Fairness (impartial)
4. Enthusiasm (zealous, "peppy")
5. Patience (persevering, long-suffering)
6. Courage ("brave, has strength of conviction)
7. Reverence (respects Deity and humanity)
8. Humility (modes'^ unpretending)
9, Grracioxisness (kind, sympathetic, coiirteous)
10. Alertness (able to understand a situation quickly)
11. Resourcefulness (able to help in time of need)
lid. Progressiveness (willing to grow, to change)
13. Cheerfulness (has good spirits, and happy outlook)
A rating committee was appointed from each home room
to rate the presidents of classes, and a committee from the
Student Covmcil rated the president of the Student Council.
Some of the home room presidents worked much better during the
second semester than they did during the first* in most cases
the rating seemed to help.
\^
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Appendix II
Smith., Enid S., "School Heview", Vol 48; pp. 108-118, j'eb,
1940.
A Procedure for Appraising Clubs
Average Ratings Given Three Types of Extra-Curriculum
Clubs for Ji'ive-Year Period.
This set of questions taken from that rating sheet, wilL
help in appraising the work of ar^ club or council.
1. Do you like this Club?
;
2. Do the members respect the club president?
j
: 3. Do the members respect one another?
!
4. Is the club business-like?
i
5. Is there growtht in knowledge?
i
6. Is there growth in leadership?
^ 7. Is there provision for individual differences?
l!
8. Does the club help you develop desirable character?
9. Does the club help you develop skills?
10. Does the club help you in your class work?
ill. Does the club help you in your home?
12. Does the club help your school?
13. Does the club work help your community?
14. Is the club democratic?
I
'15. Is the president satisfactory?
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16 • Is the sponsor satisfactory?
17. Do tiie members cooperate in tiie club*s work?



